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A BSTRACT
Passive acoustic sensing utilizes the ability of sound to travel beyond the line-of-sight
to understand the surroundings. This provides an advantage over the currently used
sensors in Intelligent Vehicles that can sense obstacles within their line-of-sight only.
Recently, a localization based approach has been implemented to take advantage of this
sensing modality to predict approaching vehicles behind the blind corner in an urban
scenario. While this approach shows a lot of promise, there is a difficulty in integrating
the multi-microphone system. Additionally, the system would be unable to differentiate
between the nature of two sound sources. This motivates the exploration of a classification based approach which uses audio data from only a single microphone to identify
the sound sources present in them. This thesis investigates the possibility of having such
a system on the Intelligent Vehicle to predict approaching vehicles from behind the blind
corners.
A review of the literature revealed that techniques categorized under Sound Event
Detection (SED) are suitable to implement a classification based approach. The prediction of the vehicle is treated as a binary classification problem and a Convolutional
Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) is used as the acoustic model to detect the presence
of an approaching car in the audio sample represented by Log Mel Spectrogram features.
Additionally, domain adaptation techniques were implemented to explore the possibility
of improving the system performance with limited data collected while the ego-vehicle
is driving. Experiments carried out indicate that when the ego-vehicle is static, the system performs well with the approaching vehicle predicted 1.4s before it is in line-of-sight
and a balanced accuracy of 86.9% achieved for the classification task. However, the system achieved an accuracy of 68% on the samples recorded while the ego-vehicle was
driving. Further experiments indicate that the acoustic model cannot generalize well to
unseen situations in most cases and experiment with domain adaptation did not show
any improvement in performance.
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1
I NTRODUCTION
RIVING is one among the complex tasks that many humans undertake in their daily
life. This complexity is apparent as about 95% of the road accidents can be attributed to some level of human error [1]. Furthermore, the explosive growth in the
number of vehicles on the road has led to increase in the likelihood of fatal accidents.
A report by the World Health Organisation [2] highlights a grim reality of this scenario,
wherein it is estimated that about 1.35 million people die annually in road accidents.
This has motivated, both the academia and the industry, to focus developing technologies that would render the road vehicles less dependent on human drivers, and one of
the terminologies used for such vehicles is Intelligent Vehicles (IVs).

D

Humans rely mainly on their vision to complete the complex task of driving. Taking
this as a start point, lots of effort and money have been invested in the developments of
line-of-sight sensor technology and the algorithms to process the data acquired from the
same. With the driving performance of IVs now closer than ever to that of humans, it can
be said that this approach has reaped large benefits. However, in order to truly capture
human experience of driving, the IVs must employ sensors other than only those who
emulate line-of-sight vision i.e. Camera, LiDAR, Radar etc. In addition to vision, humans also tend to use other sensor modalities while driving. For instance, while driving,
humans can recognise an approaching emergency vehicle with loud sirens and react appropriately by recognizing the sirens through their distinct acoustic signature. As pedestrians and cyclists, humans are capable of detecting other wide array of traffic sounds,
one instance would be the sound of an approaching vehicle from beyond their line-ofsight. However, these are difficult for the human to detect while driving because of the
insulation modern vehicles offers against external sounds.

1.1. A COUSTIC P ERCEPTION FOR I NTELLIGENT V EHICLES
Acoustic perception can be the key to unlocking super human levels of perception performance in IVs. As sound can travel beyond the line-of-sight of its source, using auditory cues can impart an IV the ability to predict impending obstacles well before they
1

2
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(a) Line of sight sensing

(b) Acoustic sensing

Figure 1.1: The IV would be able to identify a vehicle approaching the blind intersection in case of (b) as
opposed to that in case (a) where an emergency stop may be required putting the inhabitants of both the
vehicles at risk. This thesis aims to evaluate the feasibility of a acoustic perception system that can augment
safety of all participants in this scenario.

are within the sights of other sensors. For example, consider a traffic scenario where
you have two vehicles approaching a blind intersection. Figure 1.1 provides a schematic
representation of this scenario. Having acoustic sensing capabilities on the ego-vehicle
would mean that the other vehicle approaching from behind the corner can be detected
well before the intersection. The spatial layout presented in Figure 1.1 can be commonly
found in urban areas. With the possibility of the presence of tall buildings and increased
vehicular density, IVs navigating with only line-of-sight sensors through such areas are
at a higher risk of encountering such dangerous scenarios.
To implement acoustic perception to address the above scenario, the ego-vehicle
has to employ sensors that can capture sounds emanating from different sources in
its surroundings and algorithms that can recognize the auditory cues of the other car
approaching the intersection. These auditory cues available to the algorithm can vary
based on the sensing approach that is adopted i.e. sound source localization or sound
signal classification. In the localization based approach, a multiple microphone setup
is used to acquire sound signal from the surroundings. The directional information for
each of the sound sources can be extracted from the input data and those serve as the
the cues from which the algorithms can learn to recognize relevant sources. Whereas
in the classification based approach, the algorithm learns to detect the approaching car
by recognizing its acoustic signature and audio signal from a single microphone setup is
enough to achieve the required output.

1.2. C OMPUTATIONAL A NALYSIS OF S OUND S CENES AND E VENTS
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During the development of this thesis, our acoustic research team implemented a
localization based approach (see Appendix A) to detect a vehicle approaching the blind
intersection similar to the one described in Figure 1.1. When the ego-vehicle was static,
the system designed here was able to identify an approaching vehicle at an accuracy
of 0.92 and achieve similar levels of accuracy 1s second ahead of a state-of-the-art visual detector thus increasing the reaction time available for the ego-vehicle. This indicates that by adopting this approach, one can expect the presence of clear auditory cues
pointing towards an impending collision. Here, a multiple microphone setup is a must
to implement this system and since microphones are relatively inexpensive, using more
than one of these will not augment the hardware cost of the setup by a significant factor.
However, the placement of these microphones in not trivial and there is no closed-form
solution to obtain the optimal spatial configuration of such a setup [3]. And, since the
microphones would have to be placed on the outer surface of the ego-vehicle, maintaining aerodynamic efficiency would add another dimension to this problem.
If a classification based acoustic perception is implemented, the complexity of microphone placement problem would be reduced as only one of them might be sufficient.
In addition, localization based approaches cannot identify the sound source, which means
that it is not possible to determine whether the sound is originating from a source that
is of interest to the IV. This however, can be solved by having classification based perception working in tandem, which further strengthens the motivation to explore this
approach for IVs.

1.2. C OMPUTATIONAL A NALYSIS OF S OUND S CENES AND E VENTS
Sound event in an audio signal can be defined as a segment of the signal which can be
identified by a textual label[4]. Following this definition, a typical sound event would
mostly have a single source, be of short duration and well-defined. This could be the
sound emanating from a car passing by, breaking of a glass etc. By contrast, sound scene
refers to sound that arises from the mixture of the sounds from all the sources that are
present in any situation. For example, the sound scene in the case of recordings made
for IV application would be the combination of vehicle sounds, people interacting, their
movements, weather related sounds etc.
The literature consists of many examples for which a classification based approach
has been implemented for acoustic perception in different application scenarios, though
only a few works address the IV setting. Similar methods have explored extensively
and have been categorized under the term Computational analysis of sound scenes and
events [5]. This is one among domains of technologies which enable machines to interpret sounds around them i.e. machine hearing. The goal here is to be able to detect these
sound events, sound scenes or both from an audio signal.
Based on the information they extract from the signal, the techniques can be broadly
categorized into Acoustic Scene Classification, Audio Tagging and Sound Event Detection. As the name suggests, Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) (also known as Sound

1
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Scene Classification) involves determining the sound scene of the given audio signal.
Audio Tagging (AT) deals with identifying the sound events present in an audio recording, whereas Sound Event Detection (SED) deals with the classification of each sound
event and additionally determining their temporal onset and offset. Figure 1.2 depicts
the schematic of methods belonging to the above categories.

Figure 1.2: Three categories of computational analysis of sound scenes and events. The methods belonging to
ASC and AT categories generally deal with audio recording long temporal length. Each block of input
corresponds to different audio clips/recordings. However, those in SED operate on short segments of audio
signal within a recording or continuously streaming input. Image from [5]

1.3. S OUND E VENT D ETECTION
The environment in which IVs have to navigate, are comprised of a wide variety of sound
events and their mixture in different contexts leads to variety of sound scenes (e.g, urban roads v/s rural roads). Understanding sound scenery as perceived by IV allows it to
characterise the environment around it and thereby changing its nature of interaction
during navigation. Part of this understanding is that the IV has to be able to differentiate
between individual sound events for safer navigation. For instance, some of the events
such as emergency vehicle sirens, tire noise from an fast approaching vehicle, auditory
signals for visually-impaired pedestrians near the crossings etc. are very useful for the
IV, while sound events such as an airplane passing above, crackling of thunder, among
others are not very useful for the IV to navigate among the roads. Figure 1.3 depicts such
a typical scenario wherein the IV will have to focus on identifying various sound events.
It would be prudent to focus on the task of identifying sound events, as characterising the environment can be achieved by other existing sensors commonly used in the
IVs. For example, images captured by the camera can be potentially be used for this
purpose [7]. Prioritizing identification of sound events then would help in avoiding scenarios as shown in Figure 1.1 and to identify them, techniques from two categories can
be implemented: SED and AT. It can be observed from Figure 1.2 that the techniques
in AT operate on audio recordings while those belonging to SED operates continuously
streaming audio signal. Since the environment around IV is continuously changing, it
makes techniques in SED better suitable to identify sound events as there would be a
considerable delay in response by the IV if audio recordings with long temporal length
are processed.

1.3. S OUND E VENT D ETECTION
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1

Figure 1.3: In the current infrastructure, IVs need to distinguish various sound events, for e.g engine/tyre
noises from different vehicles, car honks, people talking etc. Image from [6]

SED can typically be broken into two sub tasks: audio representation and classification. In the audio representation stage, the incoming signal is divided into short segments of time length t. These segments are then processed to generate acoustic features
and obtain a feature vector x t . The classification stage consists of an acoustic model
which can map the vector x t to a set of pre-defined labels y t . By aggregating the predictions over consecutive time frames, the onset and offset temporal locations of each
sound event can then be determined. Figure 1.4 depicts the overview of a typical SED
task.

Sound

Audio
Representation

Classification

Output

Figure 1.4: Stages in Sound Event Detection. Image adapted from [8]
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1.4. D OMAIN A DAPTATION
In the traditional machine learning setting, the distribution of the data available for
training the model and the target data would be same. Furthermore, the learning tasks
for both model datasets will always be the same. However, there would be scenarios in
real-world applications especially, wherein the data will be distributed differently. This
would mean that models learnt through traditional machine learning techniques will
have to be re-trained every time data from new domain is collected. Domain Adaptation is a sub-discipline of machine learning, which deals with models that would be
trained on a source domain, but are used in the context of a target domain that is different but related to the source domain. The differences would be in the marginal probability distribution of the data, however, the feature spaces between the source and target
domain would be the same. In the context of SED for IVs, the feature space can depend
on the technique used to represent the incoming audio signal. The difference in probability distributions can arise from either using synthetic audio samples as source and
real-life recordings as target domain samples, or source domain could be audio samples
recorded while the IV is static and the target domain could be those recorded while the
IV is driving. Techniques from domain adaptation have been developed and extensively
explored in the visual applications as summarised by the survey here [9]. However, domain adaptation has been sparsely explored in SED in particular and the research in this
direction is slowly starting to take shape.
Techniques from domain adaptation can be influential for acoustic perception in IVs.
In the scenario described above (see Figure 1.1), both the IV and other vehicle on the
perpendicular road are moving towards the intersection at roughly the same time. Collection of data under these circumstances should be done with proper care and hence it
can be very tedious. On the other hand, if the ego-vehicle is not moving in this scenario,
there is no risk of collision with the approaching car. Hence, the data collection does
not require high levels of supervision and the approaching car can be oblivious to the
process of data collection. An additional benefit is that if an acoustic perception model
can be trained using only static ego-vehicle data, there would be no need of an IV to be
present at the data collection and instead can be performed only by a microphone setup
with a storage and processing unit. This could mean that data collection process can
take place in parallel with a smaller setup and could drive the costs down in a large scale
setting.

1.5. R ESEARCH QUESTIONS
The goal of this thesis is to explore if classification based acoustic perception methods
can assist the IV in predicting an approaching vehicle at the intersection as shown in
Figure 1.1. The main research question that echoes this goal would be:
1. How well can a single microphone setup on an IV predict an approaching vehicle
at a blind intersection?
When the acoustic model is deployed on IV, it can be said that the performance influenced by how well the training data is representative of the locations that an IV might

1.6. T HESIS OUTLINE
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visit. However, it is impossible to collect training data from all of the locations that an
IV might visit due to the sheer number of possibilities. Hence, it is important to investigate the performance of the acoustic model under these conditions. Another factor that
can be investigated along with same lines is to see if the acoustic model trained only
data collected from the static ego-vehicle can generalize on the data collected while it
is driving. If the generalization is possible in this context, then it would ease the data
collection and the implications of the same is described in Section 1.4. Both of the above
mentioned investigative directions can be summarized in the research question below:
2. How well does the acoustic model generalize across different locations or different
ego-motion modes?
As described in Section 1.4, domain adaptation techniques could be employed to potentially reduce the data collection effort. In the interest of exploring this line of research,
the following question can be asked:
3. Is it possible to use techniques from domain adaptation by using static data to
improve the performance on driving data which is limited in number?

1.6. T HESIS OUTLINE
This thesis will start with Chapter 2 providing an overview of the techniques implemented in the SED literature, along with those that experiment with domain adaptation
in tandem. These techniques covered here are implemented for non-IV based applications as SED has not yet been implemented for IV before this work. Further, datasets
that might be relevant to the IV domain are also discussed here. Chapter 3 then details the techniques that would be implemented to answer the research questions set
above. The results of the various experiments are reported and discussed in Chapter
4. Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions drawn and the recommendations for future research directions to take with respect to this work and also towards implementing an
acoustic perception in IVs. The article elaborating the implementation of the localization based acoustic perception has been submitted to the IEEE Robotics and Automation
Letters (RA-L) Journal and the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), and is currently under review. Since the research conducted in this thesis
has contributed to the implementation of the localization based approach, the aforementioned article has been included in Appendix A.

1

2
R ELATED W ORK
Implementing a single microphone setup as the acoustic perception system for the IV
would mean that sound classification based approaches have to be considered to understand the perceived audio signal. Amongst these sound classification techniques in
the literature, methods categorized under Sound Event Detection (SED) are suitable for
their application in IVs given how they process the input audio signal. Sections 2.1 and
2.2 discusses in-depth the various techniques used in the literature for the audio representation and classification stages of SED pipeline. Section 2.3 elaborates on the domain
adaptation techniques implemented in SED and discusses the motivation behind the
choice of a technique to be implemented in this work. Section 2.4 gives an overview
of the datasets that are closely related to the application scenario considered here. In
Section 2.5, the commonly used performance metrics used to evaluate different SED
systems are discussed. Finally, Section 2.6 lists the contribution of this work.

2.1. AUDIO R EPRESENTATION
The sound as perceived by the microphones can be processed and be represented in different forms i.e. time domain, frequency domain and the time-frequency domain. The
choice of audio representation is very crucial as it directly affects the performance of the
acoustic model. In the literature, the time-frequency domain is the most common audio
signal representation used for SED. The number of processing steps involved to obtain
the vector x t however, depends on this choice. For example, if raw waveform of the audio (time domain) is used, then the only processing step is the division of the same into
segments of length t , while for time-frequency domain/frequency domain, in addition
to the segmenting, Fourier transform has to be performed to extract the frequency information. Figure 2.1 depicts some of the different audio representations used in the
literature.
9
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Figure 2.1: Different Audio Representations used in the literature. The audio is recorded from an microphone
array mounted on top of an IV. Here the IV is in static state (with its engine on) has another car pass in front of
it from its right to left. Higher energies in the Log Mel Spectrogram around 15s time mark is when the car is
directly in front of the IV.

2.1.1. T IME DOMAIN
Time domain is the fundamental representation of the audio signal. These are raw waveform (see Figure 2.1 (a)) which represent the electrical voltage level as obtained from the
microphones directly. The only processing step for time domain features is that they
are divided into overlapping segments of time length t . This representation is not the
most popular choice in the literature as it is not as robust to noise compared to others
[10]. Moreover, raw waveform do not provide clear semantic differentiation between

2.1. AUDIO R EPRESENTATION
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different sound events as well other representation. In [11], the authors conclude that
the frequency based representation offers more discriminative features for their acoustic model to learn and outperforms model based on raw waveform.However, some works
take a different approach of utilising raw waveform for classification. For instance, authors in [12],[13],[10],[14] and [11] first learn a new representation using deep learning
techniques such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and then classify based on
the learned representation. Here, [10] and [14] address the application of SED, whereas
[12],[13] and [11] address an application of ASC. The main motivation behind implementing this approach for SED is that it makes no assumption about the optimal audio representation and is instead learned. All of these works have shown that they can
closely match the performance of traditional time-frequency domain representation,
however they require a lot of data just to learn the representation.

2.1.2. T IME - FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The most common form of representation used in the recent SED literature is in the
time-frequency domain (see Figure 2.1 (c)). This is based on the reasoning that distribution of energy in frequency provides a lot of information that amplitude variations
in raw waveform cannot provide [15]. Moreover, the time-frequency domain features
are multi-dimensional and can be represented as an image. This implies that advancements in machine learning techniques for image classification tasks can also be adapted
to SED.

The most basic time-frequency domain representation of an audio signal is called the
spectrogram. Spectrogram has a real part (Magnitude spectrogram) and an imaginary
part (Phase spectrogram), as it is the result of the Fourier transform which is a complex
valued function. Some of the works use only the magnitude spectrogram [16],[17] while
others use both magnitude and the phase spectrogram [18],[19],[20] for SED. However,
there is no work that quantifies the effect of phase spectrogram for any of the acoustic
classification tasks. There are other different variations of spectrogram features that employed for SED, ASC or AT tasks. Among them, the most popular choice is the Log mel
spectrogram, where the frequency axis is transformed into Mel scale. The motivation behind this transformation is that in Mel scale, the pitches on the scale are adjusted such
that the human listeners perceive them to be equidistant from one another [21]. Another variation spectrogram which is used for machine hearing tasks is the Gammatone
spectrogram, also known as Gammatonegram [22]. Gammatonegrams are also inspired
by the human auditory systems’ ability to well differentiate between sounds of lower frequency than compared to those at higher frequencies. Furthermore, these features have
been successfully applied in monophonic SED [23],[24]. To the best of my knowledge,
there is no direct comparison between Gammatonegrams and Log mel Spectrograms
for SED, ASC or AT. A possible reason for this might be that these features may be very
similar in nature as they are both modelled after human auditory system and hence researchers go with the previously proved features.
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2.1.3. F REQUENCY D OMAIN
Unlike time-frequency domain features, the audio representation falling under this categories do not encode temporal evolution of frequency information. Among frequency
domain features, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) (see Figure 2.1 (b)) is the
most preferred choice for machine hearing related task, especially in the domain of Automatic Speech Recognition [25]. For recent works in polyphonic SED, it has been shown
in [26] and [27] that MFCCs do not outperform Log mel spectrogram features. The authors in [27] mention that because MFCCs are derived through application of Discrete
Cosine Transform on Log mel spectrogram, the loss of information is the reason for decrease in accuracy.
Humans can distinguish overlapping sounds with different pitches [28]. In [29], this
attribute of sound is leveraged in the task of polyphonic SED, where three dominant
pitch values are extracted per frame t . The resulting feature however is just supplements
other features rather than used as a stand-alone feature. Moreover, [29] had only three
target sound events to be detected. Increasing number of target sounds can restrict the
distinctiveness this feature provides. Authors in [30] extend on this idea by introducing
features computed by pitch values using Auto-correlation. As in [29], this is not the only
input to their acoustic model.

2.1.4. OTHER R EPRESENTATIONS
Transfer learning approach is commonly implemented in image classification task when
the dataset available for the target task is small. A similar approach is implemented by
authors of [31] to perform SED. First, a large model is trained to perform SED on a larger
dataset - Youtube-100M [31] using Log mel spectrogram features. Then on a smaller
dataset, Audio Set [32], the authors [31] train two fully-connected models, first of which
takes in Log mel spectrogram as input and the other takes in the embedding from the
larger model trained on Youtube-100M. It is shown that the latter model trained on the
embeddings outperforms the former. Authors in [33] conducted a similar experiment,
however they are not entirely successful in outperforming their baseline. However, they
[33] conclude that the size of the two datasets should differ by a factor of 50, otherwise it
will be counterproductive.
Most of the research addressing SED use audio signals only from a single microphone. However, some works explored the possibility of taking advantage of audio signals from multiple microphones. In [29], authors use a binaural microphone setup for
recording sound and compute Time difference of Arrival (TDOA) for sounds in five melbands. They estimate TDOA using the generalized cross-correlation with phase-base
weighting (GCC-PHAT)[34] and append these features to the Log mel spectrogram features. The details of computation can be found in [29]. Authors in [30] take a step
back and append the GCC-PHAT values instead of computing TDOA and let the acoustic
model figure out how to learn from this data. They found out that the performance was
equivalent in both cases and were better than just using Log mel spectrogram. Additionally, authors in [35] found out by just using log-mel spectrogram and GCC-PHAT instead
of magnitude and phase spectrogram features, the baseline is outperformed. The chal-
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lenges involved in using spatial features for SED is to have to a database of sound events
which is recorded by multiple microphones and the availability of the same microphone
arrangement for experimentation.

2.2. C LASSIFICATION
With the growing ability to record and store information, data-driven techniques have
found themselves to be in favour of traditional rule-based techniques across all domains
of technology. For instance, authors in [36], use a rule-base scheme to classify between
music, environment sounds and silence, which have highly distinct acoustic characteristics, however they use a data-driven technique to classify speech and the aforementioned non-speech classes as a pre-classification step, citing the reason that acoustic features of speech are sometimes similar to that of music or environment sounds. Extending this approach to include other classes while using a rule-based method to achieve
high performance would be difficult. Moreover, the authors [36] tackled monophonic
SED which is not a realistic scenario for an IV. Researchers from then on identified the
proficiency of data-driven techniques for acoustic modelling.

2.2.1. M ACHINE L EARNING FOR S OUND E VENT D ETECTION
An important subset of these data-driven techniques include machine learning techniques which provides the ability to perform a certain task without being explicitly programmed. In the machine learning setting for SED, the task is to learn an acoustic model
which can estimate probabilities p(y c,t |x t ) for each sound event c, given a input feature
x t extracted from an audio segment of length t . While deploying the learned model for
the application it was trained, the estimated probabilities are binarized by thresholding
( y t ∈ [0, 1]) and aggregated over time to determine onset and offset of each sound event
predicted.
Early adopters of machine learning techniques for SED used Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [37][38] and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [39]. This is because they
these methods were successful for other machine hearing tasks such as speech recognition [40]. In the context of IVs, authors in [41] have classified 5 distinct but abnormal
sound events that one might encounter on the roads. They implement a GMM based
classifier which achieves 87.5% accuracy on their dataset generated from web-scraped
data, but they only perform monophonic SED. Further, authors in [42] use a part-based
model to detect sirens of emergency vehicles in traffic noise. They achieve high performance in scenarios with high SNR, however as the SNR reduced to more realistic scenarios the performance of their acoustic models prediction quickly reduces to chance
level. To address polyphonic SED using HMMs, authors in [43] proposed a approach
where in they would use consecutive passes of the Viterbi algorithm over the audio signal. From second iteration onwards, the model is prevented from entering into HMM
states that have detected in the previous iteration. Thus, the framework would not allow real-time detection and also assumes that the maximum polyphony (overlapping
sources) in the dataset is known. Support Vector Machines (SVM) have also found success in SED. Authors in [44], use SVM along with their proposed clustering scheme to
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slightly outperform a GMM based classifier. Further, authors in [45] show that SVMs
outperform HMMs in terms of classification of the audio segments. However, more recent works [46][47][38]have again used HMMs for SED as they enable to learn a language
model i.e. temporal patterns, in sound events [33].

2

Another popular statistical machine learning technique used in SED is the non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF)[48], as using this technique it is possible to explicitly model
for polyphonic SED. In NMF, spectrogram of the incoming audio X is decomposed as
the product of two matrices A and B by minimising an error function such as KullbackLeiback divergence between X and the product AB . If shape of the spectrogram X is
f × t , where f is the number of frequency bins and t is the frame length of the audio segment, then the factors A is of the shape f × n and B is n × t . Here, n is number of tracks
the original audio track is separated into. In [49][4], the authors separate the audio track
into 4 components and then use a HMM-based acoustic model to perform monophonic
SED on all the four tracks and later aggregate results to get a polyphonic SED output.
However, using the knowledge of maximum polyphony restricts the scalability of the
system. Authors in [50] take a different approach with NMF. They consider the matrix
A as a dictionary for the sound events, whereas B is considered their excitation in time.
Additionally, this excitation matrix is assumed to be the same for both spectrogram and
the annotation matrix. During training, an audio dictionary and annotation dictionary is
learnt using the NMF technique. While testing, the excitation matrix is estimated using
the audio dictionary of the training and annotations are estimated by multiplying this
excitation matrix with the annotation dictionary. The advantage of this method as cited
by the authors [50] is that its possibility of learning from a small amount of data.

2.2.2. D EEP L EARNING FOR S OUND E VENT D ETECTION
Deep learning techniques have now become the mainstream machine learning techniques employed to tackle SED. This has been possible because of the developments
in hardware as well as advancements in the research into such techniques for different
domains. The idea that deep learning techniques can learn from raw or a low-level representation of the data was attractive, as for other machine learning techniques (as explained above), feature engineering was an important step to achieve high performance.
For instance, deep learning techniques for SED have been the most preferred choice of
participants in competitions like Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events (DCASE), which promote research into various machine hearing tasks including
SED. Moreover, to the best of my knowledge, most of the recent works in literature of
SED have employed deep learning techniques to solve their problem.
Among the vast array of deep learning techniques, the most basic one is simply the
interconnections of nodes in different layers stacked together and are commonly referred to as Deep Neural Network (DNN). The stacking and the non-linear activation
units in the nodes enables them to learn complex mapping from input to the output in
complicated tasks. As SED is one among such tasks, it is reasonable to expect deep learning techniques to solve it. Authors in [51] were one of the first works to address SED using DNNs. They show a 2-layer network with 70 units each outperforms a conventional
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GMM-HMM based classifier and further with unsupervised pre-training step further
pushes the performance of the DNN. However, they [51] evaluate the accuracy of their
model over the entire audio recording by aggregating frame-wise predictions.Moreover,
the acoustic model trained here could predict only one label for each frame input. This
is later rectified by the authors in [27] by formulating a multi-label learning task without limiting the number of overlapping events and was the first work which addressed
polyphonic SED using DNNs. The authors here [27] use a 2-layer network with 800 units
each and later process the predictions in a 10-frame window using a median filter to
smoothen the output. They achieve consistent accuracy for different levels of polyphony
upto 5 and set the state-of-the-art for polyphonic SED. As employed in baseline method
[4], authors [27] experimentally conclude that DNNs do not require source separation or
any similar indication as to how many overlapping sound sources to expect.
As discussed earlier in Section 2.1, an audio signal can be represented as an image
if time-frequency domain features are extracted. Taking inspiration from application of
deep learning techniques in image classification tasks, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) were implemented for SED and time-frequency domain features were used as
the input for the same in most cases. Moreover, using CNN with time-frequency features allows the acoustic model learn the correlations in that domain which a DNN with
similar input cannot. For instance, authors in [52] show that by considering a large input
time window, CNN with time-frequency (spectrogram) features as input can outperform
DNN with same input by a significant margin. It should be noted here that the spectrogram features are smoothed in the frequency axis using a two-element window, downsampled and removed of noise by subtracting the minimum element. Hence, it is not a
entirely raw/low-level representation of the signal. While their [52] method has its drawbacks that it requires a large input window and predicts only one label per frame, it is a
starting point to prove the potential of CNNs in the domain of SED. Further,the authors
in [52] selected a prominent feature on the temporal dimension by using a 1-max pooling scheme on these downsampled spectrogram features, like in [16], to further enhance
the performance of the acoustic models using CNNs. Additionally, they show that their
method is consistency for signals with varying SNR and that it is better than other models based on DNN, HMM-GMM and so on. As with [52], their method [16] also predicts
one label per frame which makes it suitable only for monophonic SED. Authors in [53]
address polyphonic SED using CNNs. Here, the spectrogram features are not processed
like in [52]. The method here [53] allows multiple labels for each frame, however to compare their approach to previously published methods, they aggregate the labels for all
frame to get one label for each sound clip. However, in their work they compare it to a
DNN based method [54] but show that their model outperforms the same.
The temporal context that a CNN or DNN based method takes into account depends
on the input frame length. To more automatically consider temporal evolution and create a language model of sound events, deep Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have been
used in SED. This property of deep RNNs have helped them find success in related fields
such as speech recognition [55]. Additionally, by having unlimited context, it is also possible to consider under what background context does the sound event usually occur.
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Authors in [56] and [57] were among the first ones to employ deep RNN for tasks such
as ASC and SED respectively. In [57], they normalize the raw waveform audio to account
for different recording conditions and then extract log mel spectrogram. Further shift the
mean of each frequency band to zero and impose unit variance. To map these features
to output, they use a bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM)[58] and a layer of
sigmoid activation functions. The RNN based acoustic model here [57] outperforms the
DNN model used in [27]. Interestingly, the parameters used in the BLSTM model (850K)
had only half the number of parameters as DNN based model (1.6M) used in [27]. Authors in [59] extend on this idea [57] to slightly enhance the event-wise predictions over
time by having a hybrid BLSTM-HMM model on the grounds that RNN outputs can be
further smoothened. This approach does improve event-based metrics as intended but
segment-based metrics are equivalent to that of baseline RNN. However, the authors further apply a Sound Activity Detection (SAD) mask, which is a BLSTM based network that
predicts whether sound event of any class is active in a given time frame. This reduces
errors wherein any background noise is estimated as a sound event.
The advantage with CNNs was that it could learn local spectro-temporal dependencies whereas RNNs can model long-term temporal evolution and contextual information
about the sound events. Current research in SED is mostly based on Convolutional and
Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN) which combines the individual advantages of both
CNNs and RNNs. Authors in [8] first proposed such a network and thoroughly establish
that their acoustic model as the state-of-the-art. They conduct various over 4 datasets for
acoustic models based on all the statistical machine learning techniques and the deep
learning techniques discussed above. Crucially, they highlight the advantage of CRNN
over CNN or RNN by showing that, in a polyphonic scenario, CRNN can detect sound
events with both short and long temporal length, where as CNN is more sensitive to
those with shorter length and RNN to that with longer length. The success of CRNN
method is apparent with most recent works [60][61][19] and others adopting CRNN as
their base architecture and experimenting with different possible scenarios in SED.
More recently, a few works have experimented with different alternatives to overcome disadvantages of CNNs, RNNs and CRNNs. For instance, authors in [17] have
shown CapsNet [62] which is more robust than CNNs towards affine transformations
outperforms them in polyphonic SED. However, the authors [17] do suggest adding recurrent units and exploring techniques to cope with lack of generalization they observed
with their approach. The CRNN approach has been further improved by authors in [63]
by replacing CNN layers with dilated CNN [64]. The motivation behind this is to increase the receptive field of CNN layers without increasing the number of parameters,
which generally causes overfitting. With dilated convolutions, longer temporal context
can be modelled compared to that with conventional convolutions. The improvement
was found to be between 2-6% in the metrics across three datasets. Authors in [65] take
this idea one step ahead and replace RNNs with dilated convolutions as they model long
temporal context and further replace CNNs with depthwise separated convolutions [66]
to reduce the number of parameters of the acoustic model. Further, the authors [65] state
that by replacing the RNNs one can parallelize the model. This could help in speeding up
the training process by taking full advantage of the GPUs. Moreover, this also drastically
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reduces the number of parameters (from 3.68M to 0.58M [65]) while slightly augmenting
the performance (≈ 4% improvements in the metrics [65]) However, while this method is
better than CRNN architecture it should be noted that it has been trained and tested only
on a single dataset which is entirely synthetic i.e. contains only isolated sound events
picked up from various recordings with no background context. Moreover, as this is a recently published work, it should be further investigated with different datasets involving
real-life polyphonic scenarios.

Table 2.1: Summary of the popular methods used for polyphonic SED over the years. It should be noted that
there are other works which base their acoustic model on the methods mentioned in the table and this is just
to give an overview of how they have evolved over the years
Title

Year
Acoustic Model descripPublished tion

Realtime

Supervised model training
for overlapping sound events
based on unsupervised source
separation [4]

2013

NMF to separate sound
sources and HMM to classify sound events

Yes

Polyphonic Sound Event Detection Using Multi Label
Deep Neural Networks [27]

2015

Fully connected neural
network with 2 hidden
layers

Yes
(without
postprocessing)

Exploiting spectro-temporal
locality in deep learning based
acoustic event detection [53]

2015

CNN layers with pooling
and fully connected layers

Yes

Recurrent Neural Networks
For Polyphonic Sound Event
Detection In Real Life Recordings [57]

2016

Bidirectional LSTM and
sigmoid activation output
layer

No

Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks for Polyphonic
Sound Event Detection [8]

2017

CNN layers with max
pooling connected to
Gated Recurrent Units
and
Fully
connected
layers at the output

Yes

Sound Event Detection via Dilated Convolutional Recurrent
Neural Networks [63]

2020

Dilated CNN layers instead of CNN layers,
which is connected to
Fully connected layers
at the output via BLSTM
layers

No

Sound Event Detection with
Depthwise Separable and Dilated Convolutions [65]

2020

Depthwise CNN layer instead of CNN layers and
Dilated CNN layers instead of RNN as in [8]

Yes
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2.3. D OMAIN A DAPTATION IN SED

2

Domain adaptation techniques have been used to account for the change data distribution and train a classifier that generalizes well on the target data and only a few works in
SED literature have explicitly explored domain adaptation. Amongst those many techniques, based on the availability and annotation level of the target domain data, they
can be divided into following categories [9]:
1. Supervised: Few labeled samples from target domain is assumed to be available.
These samples would generally be not enough to train a classifier on their own.
2. Semi-supervised: Both limited labeled data and unlabeled data are present in the
training stage.
3. Unsupervised: Adaptation is performed by the use of high number of unlabeled
samples from target domain.
The current application of domain adapation techniques in SED are based on unsupervised domain adaptation. Authors in [67] make available the first dataset for research
into domain adaptation techniques in SED. The dataset consists of sound event classes
of "baby crying", "glass breaking" and "gunshot", which are then mixed such that they
are overlapping. It is then optionally further mixed with an audio sample from an acoustic scene belonging to different categories i.e, Vehicle, Outdoor and Indoor or not i.e,
Clean. The SNR of sound events mixture to the acoustic scene audio is varied from 3dB to -9dB. In the same work, they implement an adversarial approach to adapt their
acoustic model to target domain data. They take a baseline CRNN [8] can train it as the
source model from the source domain data. Adapting the target model to the domain
is performed in an unsupervised manner by first initializing its weights from the source
model. They further employ a FNN as a domain classifier, which will receive latent representations of the source and target data from the source and target model respectively
to distinguish the domain of its input. The target model and the domain classifier are
trained using an adversarial training scheme such that the target model learns an invariant representation of the audio samples irrespective of the domain and is able to fool the
domain classifier. Authors show that if the source domain is one among Vehicle, Outdoor
or Indoor, the performance is either same across domains or slightly lower, which is not
quite promising. However, by using the Clean dataset as source domain it is difficult
to obtain good generalization performance when adapting the model for different domains.
In [68], the authors combine adversarial learning and tri-training approaches to perform SED using strongly annotated synthetic data and weakly annotated or unlabeled
real dataset. Figure 2.2 depicts the overview of their approach.
The baseline approach implemented here is that the feature extractor F and classifier F t are trained using strongly annotated synthetic data and weakly labeled data. The
adversarial approach is implemented by applying Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) from
the domain classifier D to the feature extractor F , and thus ensuring obtaining a invariant representation of both synthetic and real domain data. Unlabeled samples are also
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Figure 2.2: Domain adversarial approach as implemented by the authors in [68]

included along with the strong and weak samples in the training process by the use of
tri-training method [69]. By just implementing the adversarial approach, they outperform the baseline and by including the tri-training process they further push ahead the
performance of their system.
Authors in [70] also introduce the same approach as in [67] to use domain adaptation
in SED, but unlike [67], the authors here [70] apply this technique on real recordings.
Amongst the recordings they collect, they define domain gap between the source and
target data as mismatch between recording equipment, mismatch in the characteristics
of the sound events and finally mismatch of the background noise. Authors show that
their approach is able to show improvements in relatively dificult to overcome domain
gaps such as mismatch of both recording equipment and the sound events characteristics. However, in the five classes i.e. car, children, large vehicle, people speaking, people walking that the dataset consists of, only one class (car) shows improvement after
adaptation while others degrade. While the authors posit that this could be due to the
fact that car sounds are relatively simple, this could be due to the fact that the length
of recordings belonging to car class are relatively higher than other classes in one of the
datasets used and thus have more data available. However, this method is shown to partially work on source and target domain datasets of recording lengths of 1.5 and 9 hours
respectively. This indicates that datasets relatively large and the unsupervised domain
adaptation technique they have employed fits well, however it could mean that this approach might not work with smaller datasets.
As all of the above discussed methods belong to Unsupervised domain adaptation,
the amount of data required from the target domain will be relatively high. Implementing any of these techniques would mean that we would not be able to answer of the
questions defined for this research. Hence, this means that any techniques from supervised domain adaptation would be a better fit. Amongst the many techniques available
in the literature, we look to adopt Augmented Cyclic Adversarial Learning (ACAL), introduced by the authors in [71] as a technique that can assist in domain adaptation in
a low resource scenario. This technique builds on GAN-based CycleGAN [72], that employs a cycle-consistency constraint which enforces that when an example is mapped
from source domain to the target and then back to the source domain again, it would re-
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sult in the same example. As a result of using this constraint, CycleGAN can transfer the
style of source domain data to match the distribution of target domain data, while preserving the content of the source domain examples. For instance, in the case of scenario
that this work addresses, if the source domain data is the sound heard by the IV when it
is stationary and the target domain data is the sound heard when it is driving, then content would refer to information in the features that point towards an approaching car
which would have to be preserved and the style would refer to the ego-motion noise the
generated examples from source domain data need to have. Authors who introduced
ACAL [71], posit that if the data from target domain are scarce, the cycle-consistency
constraint in cycleGAN might be too restrictive as the networks will not have enough
data at hand to learn meaningful mappings to reconstruct the exact same source domain samples from its generated target domain example. Moreover, they [71] say that,
during reconstruction of the source domain examples, if the content is preserved and
the style matches the corresponding distribution, then it would be valid mapping and it
is not necessary to obtain the exact same sample during reconstruction. By modifying
the cycle-consistency constraint to match their above idea, the authors show significant
gains over the baseline cycleGAN.
The reason to choose this technique (ACAL[71]) in our work is two fold. First, the
technique is introduced to tackle scenarios where there is limited amount of training
data in the target domain, which is similar to the scenario addressed in our work as we
can expect there to be a limited amount of data collected when the IV is driving. Second,
many of the domain adaptation techniques present in the literature address adaptation
between visual domains only. However, the authors also have applied ACAL to an audio
application wherein they adapt a speech recognition model trained on data from only
one gender to the other, and have used time-frequency based audio representation in
their implementation. Since this application (Automatic speech recognition) is a closely
related task to SED, it would be interesting to see how ACAL performs for the same.

2.4. D ATASETS FOR IV
Research into SED has seen a tremendous increase in popularity and the strong evidence
of this is the increase in the number of publications and number of datasets that are publicly available for the researchers in this domain. Moreover, with machine learning techniques being extensively used in SED, the amount and quality of data is of paramount
importance. The datasets available are also very diverse in nature and it is important to
select the ones such that it closely relates to the application scenario.
There are few datasets which include sounds that an IV might hear during navigating
amongst traffic. Authors in [73] have recorded a dataset that focuses on the traffic noise
generated by the vehicles. The recordings were made at 4 different location across the
city of Montevideo, Uruguay with varying background noise level. Most of the recordings here belong to sounds emanating from car passing by. Another similar dataset is the
RoadCube[74] which was recorded for the purpose of vehicle classification. This dataset
was recorded in Delft and it consists of 383 audio samples belonging to classes bicycle,
scooter, truck, van, car and no sound i.e. sounds representing roadside noise. The record-
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ing device here was 8-microphone array arranged in the shape of a cube and was placed
at a distance close to the road. For the above mentioned datasets, the recordings are
equivalent to the sounds perceived by the IV when it is not moving. Since it contains no
recordings that include sounds generated when the IV is driving, it would not be suitable
for our application. This lack of ego-motion related sounds has been addresssed by the
dataset DriveSound [75]. This dataset was recorded from a microphone array mounted
on top of an IV. The recordings were performed in both ego-motion conditions i.e. static
and driving. However, the recordings capture sounds from vehicle that in the line-ofsight of the IV. While this is a valid application of acoustic perception in IVs, relying only
on this dataset to design a system for our application might not be the way to go forward. This is because the recordings in DriveSound might not include cues that might
exist only in non line-of-sight propagation of sound. Table 2.2 summarizes the details of
the datasets discussed above.
Table 2.2: Datasets in the literature having sounds of interest to an IV.

Dataset

Recording Type

Number of Classes

Total Length (min)

MAVD-Traffic[73]
RoadCube[74]
DriveSound[75]

Real
Real
Real

21
6
12

233
25
20

2.5. SED E VALUATION
Evaluation of any system is critical in understanding the extent of its performance. However, care should also be taken in selecting the method of evaluation such that performance metrics obtained here directly indicates the real-life applicability of the system.
Moreover, identifying such metrics is also crucial as it allows fair comparison to the other
competing methods if any. Authors in [76] carry out an extensive survey of different metrics used in SED. This section summarizes their survey and highlights the metrics used
by most researchers in SED literature.
Given the nature of SED prediction, the measurement of the performance can be
performed in two different ways. To elaborate, the comparison of the system output and
the reference annotations can be done either on a short fixed-length intervals (Segmentbased metrics) or at each event level (Event-based metrics). Within the scope of each
measurement choice, it is then necessary to define the nature of correct predictions and
otherwise so that the metrics can be computed. The counts of such correct and the erroneous predictions are referred to as intermediate statistics. For most metrics in SED,
these statistics are termed as True Positives (T P ), False Positives (F P ), False Negatives
(F N ), True Negatives (T N ). Some metrics such as Error Rate, employ statistics derived
from T P, F P, F N , T N and here they are termed as Substitutions (S), Insertions (I ) and
Deletions (D). Using the two measurement choices and the intermediate statistics listed
above, many works in the literature mainly report F1-score and the Error Rate. Figures
2.3, 2.4 depict the computation of F1-score and Error Rate for both segment and event
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based choices of measurement respectively.

2

Figure 2.3: In segment-based metrics, the comparison between the system output and the reference is only for
short time segments of the audio signal. If a shorter segment length is used, the evaluation would be precise.
However, this dictates that the annotations for the dataset should be of very high quality. Image from [76]

Figure 2.4: In event-based metrics, the comparison between the system output and the reference happens
event by event. Here, true negatives are not defined as it is difficult to assess the number of such events
towards the calculation of this metric. Image from [76]

Additionally, in a multi-class scenario which normally is the case in SED, aggregation
of intermediate statistics can be performed in two ways: 1 Instance-based averaging
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or micro-averaging, which weighs all the individual decisions equally, regardless of the
class they belong to. 2 Class-based averaging or macro-averaging, which weighs each
decision such that equal importance given to each of the classes present. The intermediate statistics are first aggregated class-wise to compute the metrics class-wise. The
overall performance is considered to be the average of these class-wise metrics.

2.6. C ONTRIBUTIONS
The review in this chapter has pointed that even though SED is a highly researched topic,
no work has implemented SED techniques for acoustic perception in IVs. Consequently,
there exists no dataset that can be used directly used to prepare an acoustic model to be
deployed on an IV for acoustic perception. Additionally, currently implemented domain
adaptation techniques in SED are unsuitable for application in IV domain. This thesis
addresses these shortcomings with the following contributions:
• SED based techniques are more suitable to implement classification based acoustic perception for an IV. Deep learning based techniques are currently the stateof-the-art and are widely applied to different SED applications. Among them, the
CRNN based architecture is more commonly implemented to design the acoustic
model and hence has been evaluated on many audio datasets. The contribution
of this work is the implementation and evaluation of the state-of-the-art CRNN
based acoustic model for the IV domain.
• As highlighted in Section 2.4, the datasets available in the literature are not adequate for our application. However, as part of the developing a localization based
approach (Appendix A), a dataset that captured the sounds perceived by an IV
when coming across a scenario described by Figure 1.1 was collected. Evaluation
of an classification based approach on this dataset and assistance in the data collection process are also among the contributions arising from this work.
• In the SED literature, domain adaptation techniques have been scarcely explored
and in addition the current techniques applied would not be suitable for us as
they would require a lot of data. The selected domain adaptation, ACAL, has not
been applied for SED and the contribution of this work would be to explore if it is
feasible to do so in the scope of the application scenario considered here.

2

3
M ETHODOLOGY
The main goal of the thesis is to evaluate whether a single microphone setup can identify an approaching vehicle behind an intersection. Given the setup, Sound Event Detection (SED) is the technique available in the literature that can help realize this approach. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, the existing SED pipeline in the literature
consists of the following stages: audio representation and classification. Figure 3.1 depicts the overview of the proposed system in this work. The sound signal from a single
microphone is served as the input to the audio representation stage which converts the
audio in raw waveform to Log Mel Spectrogram features. The acoustic model in the classification stage takes in these features and outputs the labels which indicate the presence/absence of approaching vehicle for each short time frame. Finally, majority voting
is performed to aggregate the frame-wise predictions to obtain the final decision on the
presence/absence of approaching vehicle.

Sound

Audio
Representation

Single-channel
Audio

Classification

Output

car
Time frames
Time (s)

Time frames

Raw waveform

Log Mel Spectrogram

Majority
voting

Car
approaching
Figure 3.1: Overview of the acoustic perception proposed in this work

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 will describe in detail about the choices made in this work for
both the stages of SED pipeline. Further, Section 3.3 explains the chosen domain adaptation technique, ACAL, which would allow us to train our acoustic model from few sam25
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ples from the selected target domain. Finally, Section 3.4 elaborates the evaluation procedure and the performance metrics used in this work.

3.1. AUDIO R EPRESENTATION

3

The sound captured by the microphone are represented as the time domain features. If
these features are used, the only processing step before the classification is the division
of incoming signal into segments of short temporal length. This implies that less time
is consumed in the preparation of the feature vector for the classification stage. Hence,
this makes it an attractive choice for our system, as for any perception system that is implemented on IV, real-time inference is very important. However, it has been found that
deriving frequency information is useful and performance is better when such a representation is used [11].
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, many recent works prefer time-frequency representation over frequency only representation. While most of them do not compare or justify
this preference, some of the recent works [26][27] have shown that MFCCs (frequency
domain) do not outperform Log mel spectrogram features (time-frequency domain).
Employing other representations such as localization based features (e.g. GCC-PHAT)
is not feasible as they would require signal from than one microphone. Thus we would
fail in answering the main research question. So, that leaves us with the time-frequency
domain representation, which is chosen in this work to obtain the acoustic feature vectors for the classification stage of our system. In particular, the Log mel spectrogram
features will be extracted from the raw waveform. The reason behind this choice is that
these features are the most popular choice amongst the researchers in SED and even the
state-of-the-art techniques employ these features. Moreover, since there is no prior work
which addresses SED in the IV domain, this is a good starting point.
E XTRACTION OF L OG - MEL S PECTROGRAM
The extraction of time-frequency domain features is comprised of three stages. First,
the signal it divided into short time frames of length. The selection of time length of
these short frames is an important choice since it directly affects the frequency resolution. Having a higher frame length results in worse temporal resolution, however it
means that the frequency resolution is increased. Second, these frames are then multiplied with a window function. This is done to reduce the effect of discontinuities at the
borders of each frame. Typically, Hamming function is used the case of SED. Finally, frequency information of this short frame is computed by performing the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT). To obtain a smoother representation over time, these short frames are
overlapped in temporal dimension. The resulting feature matrix that is obtained by concatenation of the frequency domain vectors for the consecutive time frames of a sound
clip is called the spectrogram.
From the spectrogram features, mel spectrogram is obtained by applying the mel filterbank at each time frame over the magnitude spectrogram. Mel filterbank utilizes the
mel scale which consists of the triangular filters, whose bandwidths increase as central
frequency for the filters increase. The frequency axis ( f ) of the spectrogram is trans-
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formed into Mel scale (mel ) by using the formula 3.1 as introduced in [77]. The transformation into mel scale results in higher resolution for the lower frequency range and vice
versa, just as humans perceive it. The logarithm of the resulting time-frequency matrix
is taken to obtain Log mel spectrogram.

³
f ´
mel = 2595 · l og 10 1 +
700

(3.1)

3.2. C LASSIFICATION
In the recent literature, acoustic models have primarily based on deep learning techniques. Amongst them, the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks (CRNN) have
been extensively used for different applications. While there are some works [63][65]
which propose other architectures that slightly outperform CRNN, they are only tested
on limited number of datasets of which most of them are synthetic by nature. Hence, a
decision is made to adopt CRNN based acoustic model for our application. The structure
of the CRNN network adopted here closely follows to that work [8], which introduced it
for the task of polyphonic SED.

3.2.1. CRNN ARCHITECTURE
The input data to the network is the time-frequency of an audio segment in the form
of Log mel spectrogram features, X ∈ RN ×T , where N is the number of mel band energies and T is the resulting number of time frames of the spectrogram. These features
are then fed into a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) block. First, the input data to
this block is fed to convolutional layers with two-dimensional filters. To introduce nonlinearity in the network, the feature maps are passed through an activation function and
in this work Rectified Linear unit (ReLU) is chosen to do so. Then, the output of the activation function is normalized using the Batch Normalization technique [78]. Following
this, non-overlapping max pooling over frequency axis is performed to reduce the dimensionality of the data and enhance frequency invariance [8]. Dropout [79] is applied
following the above operations. The combination of all these CNN blocks can be treated
as a feature extractor for the next step that follows. After passing through L c CNN blocks,
0
the output of the CNN feature extractor is a tensor H ∈ RM ×F ×T . Here, M is the number
of feature maps for the convolutional layer in each of the CNN block, F 0 is the number
of frequency bands remaining after the max pooling operations. The time dimension
(T ) is equal to the one in the input feature matrix as max-pooling is done only on the
frequency axis and the inputs to the convolutional layers are padded by zeros.
The output tensor H from the CNN feature extractor are stacked over the frequency
0
axis to yield H ∈ R(M .F )×T . This is then fed into the RNN block which consists of L r
stacked recurrent layers. If the stacked output H is considered as a concatenation of
L
frames h t c , where t ∈ [0, T ], then for each frame t a output hidden vector h t is computed
as,

3
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(3.2)

Here, the function F represents a unit of the chosen architecture for RNN, which in
this work is the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)[80]. GRU and its variant Bi-directional GRU
(Bi-GRU) have been favored over another popular RNN architecture Long short term
memory (LSTM). This is because the authors in state that [8] GRU utilizes lesser parameters while maintaining similar performance as LSTM for SED task. Among the GRU variants, Bi-directional GRU is not preferred as they require inputs from future time steps to
make decision about the current one i.e. they are non-causal. For a real-time system like
ours, this would be not ideal and hence uni-direction GRU is used in the RNN block.
The RNN block is followed by a single feedforward layer G with sigmoid activations,
L +L
which serves as a output layer of the network. Each time frame (h t c r ) in the tensor S
is then fed into these feed-forward layer to obtain:
L +L r +1

ht c

L +L r

= G (h t c

)

(3.3)

L +L +1
ht c r

The output
are considered as the class-probabilities that indicate the presence of each sound event, k = 1, 2, ..K , in each time frame and can be expressed as:
L +L r +1

p(y t (k)|x 0:t , θ) = h t c

(3.4)

where, K is the total number of sound event classes that the network is trained to
recognize. To obtain the predictions ŷ ∈ {0, 1}K ×T for each sound event k, this output is
then thresholded over constant C ∈ (0, 1) as:
(
1, p(y t (k)|x 0:t ≥ C
ŷ(k) =
(3.5)
0, otherwise
The scenario that is addressed in this work, i.e. the task of predicting if there is an
approaching vehicle behind the blind intersection, can be cast as a binary classification
problem. To elaborate, when the IV is driving towards the intersection, the predictions
can be yˆt = 1 or yˆt = 0, which indicates the presence or the absence of an approaching
vehicles respectively. This means that the final predictions of the acoustic model would
be ŷ ∈ {0, 1}1×T as K = 1. Figure 3.2 depicts the overview of the CRNN architecture used
in this work.

3.2.2. L OSS FUNCTION
The acoustic model would be trained to predict an approaching vehicle in a supervised
setting. Since training of deep networks is essentially an optimization problem, it can be
formulated as follows:
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the CRNN architecture. (1): Convolutional operations are performed over the log mel
spectrogram input along with max pooling only along frequency axis; (2) Activation maps are then stacked
along frequency axis and then fed to Recurrent layers; (3) Classification of the extracted features are then
done by a feed forward network (4) Event probabilities are then thresholded and binarized to complete SED.
Image from [8]

min
θ

N
1 X
L(y i , f cr nn (x i , θ))
N i =1

(3.6)

where f cr nn is the acoustic model and θ its parameters, L is the loss function, N is
the total number of training samples, x i is the feature vector of the i th sample (in this
work, x i ∈ X ) and y i is the corresponding label. Selection of loss function is key as it
highly influences the effectiveness of the model to perform the learned task and hence it
must be chosen appropriately. Since we are dealing with a binary classification problem,
the loss function most commonly used for such problems is the Binary Cross-Entropy
(BCE) loss. Additionally, the original proposal for CRNN in [8] and many other works
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that implement this architecture, also employ BCE loss for training. Hence, it is decided
that the same will be adopted as the loss function for this work.

3.3. D OMAIN A DAPTATION

3

The chosen Domain adaptation technique - Augmented Cyclic Adversarial Learning (ACAL)
[71] is an extension of CycleGAN[72], a framework used to map inputs from one domain
to another. In this section, these two techniques are detailed along with a brief introduction to Generative Adversarial Network[81], which is the core concept behind the same.
Further, the training procedure of ACAL with the CRNN based acoustic model is also
explained.

3.3.1. G ENERATIVE A DVERSARIAL N ETWORKS
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [81] is a framework which aims to learn the distribution of the data P d at a (X ) using adversarial training. Here, the fake data samples are
produced by a generator network G(z) that is similar to the data sampled from P d at a (X ).
A discriminator network D(x) then learns to determine whether a given sample is generated/fake or if it is sampled from P d at a (X ). The networks are trained until the discriminator can no longer successfully distinguish the fake samples from the real ones.
Training of the networks is performed by alternatively optimizing the objective function
and this can be formulated as:
min max L ad v (G, D) = Ex∼P d at a (X ) [log(D(x))] + Ez∼P z (Z ) [log(1 − D(G(z)))]
G

D

(3.7)

3.3.2. C YCLE GAN
The CycleGAN introduced by authors in [72], extends the GAN framework to multiple
domains. Using this approach, mapping function between two domains S (source) and
T (target) are learnt by having two generators G S→T and G T →S that are trained in an adversarial manner with two discriminators D S and D T . The adversarial objective function
can be defined as:

L ad v (G S→T , D T ) = Ex∼P T (X ) [log(D T (x))] + Ex∼P S (X ) [log(1 − D T (G S→T (x))]
L ad v (G T →S , D S ) = Ex∼P S (X ) [log(D S (x))] + Ex∼P T (X ) [log(1 − D S (G T →S (x))]

(3.8)

where P S (X ) and P T (X ) indicate the source and target domain distributions. Further, cycle-consistency loss is introduced so that any examples that was mapped to other
domain can be inverted back to its original domain. According to the authors, the adversarial losses in Equation 3.8 alone cannot guarantee that the generators can learn to map
an individual input from the source domain to the desired output as it could be mapped
to any random permutations of data in the target domain. The cycle-consistency loss,
according to the authors[72], reduces the space of possible mapping functions and thus
improves performance. This loss can be defined as:

3.3. D OMAIN A DAPTATION
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L c yc (G S→T ,G T →S ) = Ex∼P S (X ) (kG T →S (G S→T (x)) − xk1 )
+ Ex∼P T (X ) (kG S→T (G T →S (x)) − xk1 )

(3.9)

The networks are then trained with the combination of the two losses whose relative
importance is controlled by the weight λ and the training can be formulated as:
min

max L(G S→T ,G T →S , D S , D T ) = L ad v (G S→T , D T ) + L ad v (G T →S , D S )

3

G S→T ,G T →S D S ,D T

+ λL c yc (G S→T ,G T →S )

(3.10)

3.3.3. AUGMENTED C YCLIC A DVERSARIAL L EARNING
In the cycleGAN framework, the adversarial objective encourages generators to produce
samples close to the true distribution, whereas the cycle-consistency loss encourages
identity mapping. When the samples from both the domain are not limited in number,
then the balancing of these objectives is not an issue and the training can converge well.
However, when the target domain samples are less in number, the target discriminator
D T will overfit and it will act like a delta function on the samples from P T (X ). This means
that the feedback from D T to the generator G S→T would be limited (see Equation 3.8).
Hence, in the final objective (Equation 3.10), the cycle-consistency loss would outweigh
the adversarial loss.
According to the authors who introduced ACAL [71], the reasons for the above issue
is two fold. First, the cycle-consistency loss which enforces exact reconstruction of the
mapped sample back to original, is too strong. Second, discriminator alone is insufficient for the generator to learn effective mapping of samples to the target domain. The
authors then use a task specific model in both cycle-consistency and the adversarial loss
to address these problems. To elaborate, the losses in Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are now
respectively transformed as:
L ad v−AC AL (G S→T , D T , M T ) = Ex∼P T (X ) [log(D T (x))]
+ Ex∼P S (X ) [log(1 − D T (G S→T (x))]
+ E(x,y)∼P T (x,y) [L t ask (M T (x, y))]
+ E(x,y)∼P S (x,y) [L t ask (M T (G S→T (x), y))]
L ad v−AC AL (G T →S , D S , M S ) = Ex∼P S (X ) [log(D S (x))]
+ Ex∼P T (X ) [log(1 − D S (G T →S (x))]
+ E(x,y)∼P S (x,y) [L t ask (M S (x, y))]
+ E(x,y)∼P T (x,y) [L t ask (M S (G T →S (x), y))]

(3.11)

L c yc−AC AL (G S→T ,G T →S , M S , M T ) = E(x,y)∼P S (X ,Y ) [L t ask (M S (G T →S (G S→T (x))), y)]
+ E(x,y)∼P T (X ,Y ) [L t ask (M T (G S→T (G T →S (x))), y)] (3.12)
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Here, M S and M T are the task specific model that if given the training samples X and
their corresponding labels Y from a particular domain (S or T ), can learn to carry out the
required task after its parameters are optimised in during training by using task-specific
loss L t ask . The cycle-consistency loss used here (L c yc−AC AL ) is less strict as it does not
demand an exact reconstruction of the original example and the loss would not increase
as long as the content of the reconstructed sample matches that of the original. From the
adversarial loss (L ad v−AC AL ), the generators can now utilize the feedback from the conditional probability distribution (P S (Y |X ) or P T (Y |X ) learnt by the task-specific model
in addition to the feedback from the discriminator. Figure 3.3 compares the schematic
of CycleGAN and the ACAL method used.

Figure 3.3: The comparison of cycleGAN [72] and ACAL methods[71]. In addition to helping out the
generators produced higher quality samples, the task-specific model used in ACAL also would be trained by
both fake and limited real samples in the target domain. In a sense, this can be considered as training a model
with data augmentation without any manual intervention. Image from [71]

3.3.4. I NTEGRATION OF CRNN AND ACAL
The main idea of introducing a domain adaptation technique in this work is to ease data
collection process by having to collect majority of total data samples from when the egovehicle was static. In this setting, the source domain would be the audio samples collected when the ego-vehicle is static and the target domain would be those collected
when the ego-vehicle is moving towards the intersection i.e. dynamic. Accordingly, M S
and M T would be the CRNN based acoustic model that would be trained on static and
dynamic domains and the task-specific loss L t ask would be the BCE loss. The training
procedure of the domain adaptation approach is outlined in Algorithm 1.

3.4. E VALUATION
In the literature, many of the applications that employ acoustic models to perform SED
task commonly report F1-scores and Error Rate (ER) and contrast the performance of
their approach to that of baseline using them. However, the computation of F1-score
and the ER does not consider the True Negatives (TN). As a result, in a binary classification setting, if there is an imbalance in the dataset, wherein the either of the one class
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Algorithm 1: Domain Adaptation using ACAL
Input : static data P S (x, y), dynamic data P T (x, y), pre-trained source task
model M S
Output: Target task model M T
while epochs ≤ total_epochs do
Sample (x t , y t ) from P T ;
Finetune source model M S on (x s , y s ) and (G T →S (x t ), y t ));
Train task model M T on (x t , y t ) and (G S→T (x s ), y s ));
end

3

dominates in sample count, then these metrics would not be a true indicative of the performance. To address this particular shortcoming, the system implemented in this work
would be evaluated by Balanced Accuracy. For further clarity on the predictions of the
acoustic model, confusion matrix is also reported.
The predictions ŷ of the acoustic model, as explained in Section 3.2.1, is of the shape
1 × T , where T is the temporal length of the input acoustic feature vector. In the realtime implementation of this system, the input segment will picked such that the frame
t = T will be the current time with respect to the IV. This means that as the IV is navigating through the environment, the acoustic model is making predictions on the audio
segment that is heard since time that translates to T bins in the time-frequency representations in the feature vector. From IV’s perspective, predictions made after listening
to its current input segment are important in the further decision making process i.e.
in this scenario that would be to either stop before or continue into the intersection.
Hence, the frame-wise predictions are aggregated into a single prediction such that it
would ease the further decision making process. This is realized by performing a majority voting on the final prediction vector ŷ and thus obtaining a single output indicating
the presence of car or its absence. These aggregated predictions will be compared with
the ground truth to compute the metrics discussed in this section.

3.4.1. B ALANCED A CCURACY
Accuracy (Acc) measures the classifiers ability to make the correct predictions and Balanced Accuracy (B al _Acc) follows the same suit. However, unlike Accuracy, balanced
accuracy is robust to class imbalance in the dataset. Following are the definition for the
two metrics:
TP +T N
TP +T N +FP +FN
TP
TN
B al _Acc = w.
+ (1 − w).
TP +FN
T N +FP
Acc =

(3.13)
(3.14)

Here, T P, T N , F P, F N are the number of True Positives, True Negatives, False Positives
and False Negatives respectively and w is the relative weight between the two terms. The
reason to chose Balanced Accuracy as our main metric is that, in a binary-classification
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setting, if the dataset is imbalanced, then evaluation via F1-score will present an unfair
estimation of the performance of the classifier. To illustrate, suppose there are 8 positive examples and 3 negative examples in the test set, and if the classifier predicts every
example as positive, which means T P = 8, F P = 3, F N = 0, T N = 0, then if w = 0.5,
F 1 − scor e = 0.8421; Acc = 0.7273; B al _Acc = 0.5

3

A classifier predicting only one class suggests its performance is random and looking
at the values of metrics above, only Balanced Accuracy indicates the classifier performance is random. Hence, in this work, Balanced Accuracy will be reported instead of
the widely used F1-Score and ER.

3.4.2. C ONFUSION M ATRIX
A confusion matrix is a table which visualizes the performance of the classifier by reporting the T P, T N , F P and F N and in this work, the matrix is reported in the following
format:
Table 3.1: Confusion Matrix for a binary-classification problem.

Positive class
Negative class

Predicted positive

Predicted negative

True Positive (TP)
False Positive (FP)

False Negative (FN)
True Negative (TN)

3.4.3. C ROSS VALIDATION
The collection of data for a data-driven learning process is always tedious as large amounts
of data is usually required. If the dataset size is not large enough, then it would be incorrect to estimate the predictive power of the acoustic model by training and evaluating it
on a simple train and test split of the data. This is mainly because, the small test set might
not be entirely representative of the data and this might lead to over the top performance
estimations of the acoustic model. Furthermore, it would be difficult to increase the size
of this set as there would not be enough samples to train the acoustic model. Hence,
in this work, the acoustic model will be evaluated using cross-validation technique as it
can provide an less optimistic performance estimation of the same.
Specifically, k-fold cross validation techniques is employed to evaluate the performance of the acoustic model. The dataset or a given subset of the same, is divided into
k folds, of which k − 2 folds serve as train set, and the other two serve as validation and
the test set. As the training of the acoustic model progress, the best performing model
on the validation set, that has the lowest value of loss function, will be evaluated on the
test set. This process will be repeated k times such that all the samples in the experiment
will be present in the test set exactly once (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Overview of k-fold cross validation. The metrics averaged over the k test folds will be the
performance estimate of the acoustic model.

4
E XPERIMENTS
This chapter describes and discusses the experiments that were performed to evaluate
the feasibility of the single-microphone acoustic perception system. Section 4.1 details
the dataset that is used in this work. The procedure to choose the different hyperparameters for the CRNN acoustic model is detailed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the acoustic
models predictions over the entire recordings is visualized and in Section 4.4 analyzes
the quality of acoustic cues using these visualizations. These experiments give an insight as to how the model behaves when it is deployed on an IV that encounters a vehicle
approaching from blind corner (see Figure 1.1). The experiment in Section 4.5 gives an
idea as to how well the acoustic model generalizes when presented with samples from
outside the training location. Finally, section 4.6 deals with the application of the chosen
domain adaptation technique on the dataset used in this work.

4.1. D ATASET
A new dataset was collected to validate the implementation of localization based acoustic perception (Appendix A) to predict an approaching vehicle at a blind intersection.
This work also utilizes the same dataset to discern if a classification based approach with
data from only a single microphone is feasible or not. Here in this section, the details of
this dataset are presented.

4.1.1. H ARDWARE S ETUP
The recordings are captured from a custom built microphone array that is mounted on
top of the IV, which is a hybrid Toyota Prius. The array is composed of 56 ADMP441
MEMS microphones which records audio at 48KHz. Further, they are positioned irregularly within a square of size 0.8m ×0.7m and also houses a camera and a processing unit.
Looking at the Figure 4.1, it can be seen that a single microphone system would be much
easier to integrate than the multi-microphone system. The IV is also equipped with a
stereo camera just behind the front windshield, which is used along with microphones
37
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to get a complete audio-visual recording of the data points collected.

4

Figure 4.1: The microphone array used in the collection of dataset used in this thesis. Multiple microphones
was used in the collection of this dataset as it was used in the implementation of localization based approach.

4.1.2. D ATA C OLLECTION
The collection of the recordings were performed in two ego-motion modes of the IV
i.e. static and dynamic and this will be used to reference the two large subsets in this
dataset. Recordings were captured at five different locations around the city of Delft and
the locations were chosen such that layout is an intersection with blind corners. Table
4.1 reports the location name and the number of recordings captured at each location.
Further categorization of these locations (type A and type B) can be made based on the
similarities of the layout of buildings around them (see Figure 4.2). At all these locations,
the IV would approach the intersection with blind corners on either side, such that another vehicle might approach it from the left or the right blind corner. As the data is
collected using a multi-microphone setup, the audio files are multi channel by nature.
During the experiments, data from a single channel alone is used. Finally, due to the
hybrid nature of the IV, about 70% of the total dynamic recordings and about 18.5% of
the total static recordings contain engine noises. The engine automatically switches
on and off when the battery is to be charged.

4.1. D ATASET
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(a) Type A

(b) Type B

Figure 4.2: Schematic of two location categories. The vehicle depicted in both of the pictures is the IV with the
microphone (not shown) mounted on top.

R ECORDING P ROCEDURE
• Static Recordings: In these recordings, at every location, the IV is positioned such
that the corners are visible in the camera frame (see Figure 4.3) indicating that the
approaching can only be seen when the IV is very close to the intersection. On
average, the position where the IV is situated is about 7 − 10m away from the intersection. Each recording is started when an independent observer positioned at
the intersection sees a vehicle approaching one of the blind corners and is stopped
when the said vehicle passes beyond the other corner. As the IV is not moving,
there is no risk to any of the other road users during the recordings. The recordings include different types of passing vehicles, in addition to the vehicle (2010
Škoda Fabia 1.2 TSI) driven by one of the team members.
• Dynamic Recordings: Capturing recordings when the IV is moving, and while there
is a vehicle approaching the blind corner, is risky. Hence, it is decided that the
other approaching vehicle would always be driven by one of the team members.
As with the static recordings, there is an independent observer who would signal
the drivers to start from their respective positions such that the two cars would
meet at the intersection at the same time. Thus simulating the dangerous scenario
introduced at the start of this report.

4.1.3. D ATA P ROCESSING
The recordings captured during the collection of the dataset were of variable length. Further, the entire length of the recordings cannot be used for training the acoustic model
as it is not directly relevant to the scenario that is addressed in this work. For instance,
at the start of dynamic recordings, the IV would be stationary and well away from the
intersection. This is not representative of the scenario and annotation of the recordings
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Table 4.1: Number of recordings captured at each location. The IDs assigned for each row indicate the
ego-motion of the IV during recordings and the location along with its type. For e.g. in the ID SA1, the
ego-vehicle is static and the recordings are captured at Annaboogerd, which is the first location in Type A
category.
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ID

Location Name

car

no car

Total

SA1
SA2
SB1
SB2
SB3

Annaboogerd
Kwekerij
Willem Dreeslaan
Vermeerstraat
Geerboogerd

30
41
41
55
45

30
49
32
43
45

60
90
73
98
90

DA1
DA2
DB1
DB2
DB3

Annaboogerd
Kwekerij
Willem Dreeslaan
Vermeerstraat
Geerboogerd

38
15
35
22
38

37
13
36
22
36

75
28
71
44
74

SAB
DAB

Total Static
Total Dynamic

212
148

199
144

411
292

Figure 4.3: View of the intersection at a Type B location (SB3) from the front camera of the IV during the static
recordings.

is required to train the model with the relevant part of the recordings. For the static
recordings, the time stamp at which an approaching vehicle is in direct line-of-sight has
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been annotated. This is performed manually by going through the video captured by the
front camera of the IV for each of the recordings. If the approaching vehicle is partially
visible, then it is considered to be in line-of-sight. Since the camera frame rate is around
10Hz, a precise estimation of the time at which the vehicle is in line-of-sight is not possible. Hence, it has been decided (Appendix A) that the time stamp of the last image before
the incoming vehicle is visible, would be annotated as t 0 . In the dynamic recordings, the
relevant time stamp in the recordings would be when the moving IV is closer to the intersection irrespective of an approaching vehicle behind the corner. Hence, the time stamp
when the IV is at the same position as in the static recordings (as per location) is annotated as τ0 .

With a single microphone system, it is impossible to differentiate whether the vehicle is approaching from the left or right blind corner. Hence, the acoustic model will
perform a binary-classification of which the two classes are identified as car and no
car. Once the time-stamp annotation is complete, samples of length δT s belonging to
the four sub-classes i.e. left, right, front and none are extracted. The left and
right samples are extracted when the approaching vehicle is beyond line-of-sight. For
the static recordings, the start and the end time stamp of the extracted signal corresponds to [t 0 − δT s , t 0 ]. For the dynamic recordings, these samples are extracted such
that they are centered around τ0 i.e. [τ0 − 0.5δT s , τ0 + 0.5δT s ]. The front samples are
extracted when the approaching vehicle is in line-of-sight. The extraction time window
of these samples correspond to [t e −δT s , t e ], wherein t e = t 0 +1.5s for static recordings
and t e = τ0 + 1.5s for dynamic recordings. The offset value of 1.5s has been manually
estimated during the annotations of all the recordings. For the none sub-class, samples
are extracted from recordings where there are no vehicles approaching the intersection.
These samples can be extracted anywhere within the static recordings. Hence, the extraction time window corresponds to [t e − δT s , t e ], where t e = t end − 3s and t end is the
time stamp of the last camera frame of the recording. For the dynamic recordings, the
none sub-class samples are extracted the same way as followed for left and right samples.

After the samples are extracted, the raw waveform is converted into Log mel Spectrogram features before it is fed into the acoustic model and the computation details of
the same are mentioned in Section 3.1. The input audio sample is divided into short
audio frames of 40ms with 50% overlap. Each short frame is then multiplied with Hamming function and Fourier transform of the same is computed to get a spectrogram of
the input audio signal. Mel filterbank of N = 128 bands spanning from 0Hz to 23999Hz is
used to convert the spectrogram into mel spectrogram. The upper limit on the frequency
(23999Hz) is determined by the Nyquist frequency. The values for the other parameters,
except the number of bands in mel filterbank, are the chosen based on their usage in the
literature. The number of bands for mel filterbank generally used in the literature is 40,
but to obtain a finer frequency resolution for a more detailed audio representation, we
opt for 128 bands.
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Table 4.2: Number of samples extracted for each sub-class: front, left, none and right.
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ID

Name

front

left

none

right

SA1
SA2
SB1
SB2
SB3

Annaboogerd
Kwekerij
Willem Dreeslaan
Vermeerstraat
Geerboogerd

30
41
41
55
45

14
22
17
28
22

30
49
32
43
45

16
19
24
27
23

DA1
DA2
DB1
DB2
DB3

Annaboogerd
Kwekerij
Willem Dreeslaan
Vermeerstraat
Geerboogerd

38
15
35
22
38

19
7
18
10
19

37
13
36
22
36

19
8
17
12
19

SAB
DAB

Total Static
Total Dynamic

212
148

103
73

199
144

109
75

4.2. H YPERPARAMETER O PTIMIZATION
Hyperparameters refer to the parameters that are used to configure the overall learning
process of a model. Tuning these hyperparameters is critical as they can drastically affect the performance of the model. Further, there is no single value or a narrow range of
values that is universally applicable for any of these hyperparameters regardless of the
application of a model. Hence, a sound strategy is required to tune these hyperparameters and this section deals with the same for the CRNN-based acoustic model.
To methodically arrive at the best possible architecture, a grid-search strategy is employed over certain hyperparameters. Different hyperparameter values have been used
for each dataset by researchers to train their CRNN-based acoustic model. Further, this
acoustic model has not been applied before on a dataset similar to the one used in this
thesis. Hence, unlike the parameters for Log mel spectrogram extraction, it is difficult
to derive the hyperparameter values directly from literature. Additionally, only some hyperparameters were included in the grid-search because for these particular parameters
it is hard to conclude the best possible value through a manual search. The hyperparameters and their respective options for values in the grid-search process are as follows:
©
ª
1. Number of CNN blocks (L c ): 1, 2, 3, 4 .
©
2. The kernel and stride of the frequency
max-pooling layers: (4), (8), (2,2), (4,2),
ª
(7,5,2), (5,3,1), (2,2,2,2), (4,4,4,2) .
Here, the options are chosen such that the max-pooling reduces the number of
frequency bands in the input spectrogram to one of the following number of bands
(F 0 ): (1, 8, 16, 32). For instance, the max-pooling configuration of (7, 5, 2) reduces
the original N = 128 bands to 1 band in three stages: 128 bands → 18 bands → 3
bands → 1 band.
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©
ª
3. Dropout value for CNN blocks and GRU: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 . For GRU layers more than
1, the dropout for these layers is set to be equal to that of CNN blocks. For single layer GRU it is not possible to set the dropout to a value other than 0. This is
because Pytorch implementation does not allow dropout value to be set for single
GRU layers.
©
ª
4. Number of GRU layers (L r ): 1, 2, 3 .
For each combination of the above hyperparameters in the grid-search, the performance of the acoustic model is estimated by the cross-validation approach (with k = 10
folds) described in Section 3.4.3. The details of other hyperparameters whose values are
decided by a manual search are enlisted below:
• Number of feature maps (M ): 16
• Temporal length of extracted samples (δT s ): 1s
• Filter size in the convolutional layers: (5, 5)
• Learning rate: 1 × 10−3
• Optimizer: Adam[82]
• Batch Size: 8
• Total number of training epochs: 150
Additionally, in the preliminary experiments it was found that if cross-validation experiments were repeated with the same configuration for all the hyperparameters, the
average balanced accuracy would have considerable variation across the trials. This
could be due to a combination of factors such as generally low number of samples in
the data splits and the different initialization of model weights. Hence, to have a fair
comparison during the grid search, the order of the samples in a batch and the initialization of the model weights were fixed with a specific random seed.
Tuning of the hyperparameters is performed separately on both static and dynamic
subsets. The performance of all the combinations of hyperparameters in the grid-search
are visualized with the help of a parallel coordinates plot (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Here,
the parameters with their options are listed on the different axes of the plot and the lines
joining the different parameter options depict the combinations that are evaluated in the
grid-search. Additionally, the color of these lines indicate the average balanced accuracy
in the cross-validation setting. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present the top 5 best performing hyperparameter combinations on both the subsets.
From Figure 4.4, it can be seen that the color of most of the lines are towards the
higher end of the accuracy variation spectrum. This indicates that the different hyperparameter combinations tried out in the grid-search, report metrics that are high and also
close to each other. However, the same does not hold for the results from the dynamic
subset (see Figure 4.5) as a trend of a few combinations outperforming others can be
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Figure 4.4: The results of all the combinations of the hyperparameters on the static subset. The color bar on
the right depicts the color assigned to a particular balanced accuracy value. Most of the combinations here
report similar performance as evidenced by the shade of red colors on most of the lines.

Figure 4.5: The results of all the combinations of the hyperparameters on the dynamic subset. Only few
combinations here report metrics on higher end of the performance spectrum as evidenced by lack of red
lines.
Table 4.3: Best performing hyperparameter combinations on the dynamic subset.

Rank

CNN
Blocks

CNN
Dropout

CNN Max
Pooling Layers

GRU
Layers

GRU
Dropout

Balanced
Accuracy

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

4
3
4
4
2

0.1
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.5

(4, 4, 4, 2)
(7, 5, 2)
(4, 4, 4, 2)
(4, 4, 4, 2)
(4, 2)

1
1
3
1
3

0
0
0.25
0
0.5

0.707 ± 0.05
0.689 ± 0.07
0.683 ± 0.08
0.682 ± 0.09
0.680 ± 0.08

seen. A single acoustic model that performs well on both ego-motion modes of the IV
would be easier to use as there would be no need to switch between different models dur-
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Table 4.4: Best performing hyperparameter combinations on the static subset.

Rank

CNN
Blocks

CNN
Dropout

CNN Max
Pooling Layers

GRU
Layers

GRU
Dropout

Balanced
Accuracy

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

2
2
2
2
2

0.25
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.25

(4, 2)
(4, 2)
(4, 2)
(4, 2)
(2, 2, 2, 2)

1
2
3
1
1

0
0.1
0.5
0
0

0.874 ± 0.04
0.873 ± 0.05
0.869 ± 0.03
0.867 ± 0.05
0.866 ± 0.04

ing real-time operation. Selecting the best performing combination on either static or
dynamic subset would not be sufficient in this case because they do not perform well
on the other subset. To elaborate, the best performing combination on dynamic subset ranks at #62 on the static subset (balanced accuracy of 0.789 ± 0.05), whereas the
best one on static subset ranks at #15 on the dynamic subset (balanced accuracy of
0.661 ± 0.06). Hence, it was decided that the ranks of the all the combinations of both
subsets will be summed and the one with the least sum would be carried forward for future experiments (see Table 4.5).

Table 4.5: Selected combination of hyperparameters and its performance on the both data subsets. Note that
this combination ranks at #3 and #5 on the static and driving subset respectively.

Item

Value

CNN Blocks
CNN Dropout
CNN Max Pooling Layers
GRU Layers
GRU Dropout

2
0.5
(4, 2)
3
0.5

Balanced Accuracy- static
Balanced Accuracy - dynamic

0.869 ± 0.03
0.680 ± 0.08

4.3. P REDICTIONS A CROSS M ULTIPLE T IME H ORIZONS
The performance of the acoustic model is visualized across the entire length of the recordings. This is to give an idea of how the predictions of the acoustic model vary in different
ego-motion modes of the IV and in the presence/absence of an approaching vehicle.
This experiment is again carried out in a cross-validation setting, wherein for each
fold, the recordings from which test samples were picked out are identified. A window
(of length δT s ) is initialized at the start of each recording and is slid towards its end in
the steps of 0.1s. The samples extracted from each window are then fed into the acoustic model to obtain the class-probabilities (see Equation 3.4), which indicate the gen-
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eral confidence of the model for detecting the presence of a vehicle behind the corner.
Here, for each class-probability vector, we take the median to represent the overall confidence of the model for a particular sample and therefore we can visualize the variations
of prediction performance through the recordings. The time-stamp associated with this
confidence value would be that at the end of each window. This visualization can be
considered as analogous to the real-time operation, wherein the IV would have stored
the last δT s of the audio sample and used it for prediction. The confidence values across
all recordings are first divided according to the sub-classes left, right and none and
then the average confidence value and its standard deviation is plotted. For fair comparison within each sub-class, the plots are made with the recordings aligned around t 0 or
τ0 . It should be noted that these predictions arise from k = 10 different acoustic models
and variation of average confidence over every recording in the data subset is reported
in the plots.
The variation of confidence of the acoustic model with time on both data subsets is
depicted by the Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The dashed horizontal line in the plots indicate the
decision threshold (C = 0.5) used to threshold the probability vector obtain the classes
i.e. car, no car. On the static subset, the acoustic model is able to predict an approaching vehicle at an average of 1.4s before t 0 . In the driving subset, the acoustic
model on average is unable to distinguish between the presence and absence of the car.
The average confidence quickly ramps up if there is a vehicle approaching the IV and
within the next 0.5s after τ0 , the average confidence is clearly above the decision threshold. This could be an indication that the model is able to predict an approaching vehicle
just before it is in view and not well in advance as seen in the static case.
Another observation is that the acoustic model seems to be slightly sensitive to the
sounds due to the ego-motion of the IV. To elaborate, the average confidence for the
none sub-class recordings gradually increases as the IV approaches τ0 and then reduces
quickly. This is similar to the motion profile of the IV during the data collection stage,
where the IV accelerates from standstill towards the intersection and then stops when
it reaches there. However, the model is not overly confident in associating ego-motion
sounds to that of an approaching vehicle.

Figure 4.6: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model with time across static recordings.
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Figure 4.7: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model with time across dynamic recordings

4.4. QUALITY OF A COUSTIC C UES
In the static recordings, the acoustic model was able to detect an approaching car well
before it was in view, but for the model trained and tested on dynamic data subset this
was not the case. This can be attributed to the fact that the left and right samples,
extracted from dynamic recordings, might not provide clear acoustic cues which point
toward an approaching vehicle, as the ego-noise of the IV might mask the sounds of an
approaching vehicle. To investigate this, the acoustic model is trained in two different
settings. First, the samples belonging to left and right sub-class is removed from the
train and validation split during the cross-validation experiment. The front samples
have strong cues that point toward a vehicle passing by, so the scope of this experimental setting is to check if training with just front samples can help the model identify
fainter cues found in left/right samples. Second, the samples from front is removed
from train and validation split and car class therefore has only left and right samples.
Relying only on the samples where the approaching vehicle is occluded, gives an idea as
to how well the acoustic model learns from them.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 depict the average confidence variation across different time horizons for the acoustic model trained only on front and none sub-class samples. It can
observed from these plots that for both data subsets, the acoustic model cannot predict
an approaching vehicle before it is in view. For both ego-motion modes, the model is
now more confident about the absence of any approaching vehicles, as in the none subclass plots, the average confidence of the model is well below the decision threshold. As
described in Section 4.3, this was not the case especially with dynamic recordings, where
until τ0 the confidence of the model was very close to the decision threshold. The strong
difference between the front and the none class samples in both ego-motion modes
could be the key to this improvement. Further, inability of the acoustic model to predict
the approaching vehicle before t 0 in the static subset highlights the importance of the
left and right samples.
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Figure 4.8: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model trained only on front and none samples of
the static subset. Balanced accuracy of 0.827 ± 0.03 is achieved during this experiment.

4

Figure 4.9: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model trained only on front and none samples of
the dynamic subset. Balanced accuracy of 0.743 ± 0.04 is achieved during this experiment.

Looking at the Figures 4.10 and 4.11, it can be said that training with only left and
right samples works only in the case static recordings but not on dynamic ones. Here,
the performance of the acoustic model on the static subset is similar to that when all
the sub-class samples are included for training. The drop in average balanced accuracy
is around ∼ 1% and the prediction before t 0 drops by just 0.1s. This indicates that the
front samples are not as critical for the acoustic model to carry out the prediction task in
case of static subset. Moreover, this assures that the acoustic cues are very prominent
in the left and right samples of the static subset. This result also indicates that
the acoustic features pointing towards an approaching vehicle from behind the corner
(left/right) is quite different from the ones indicating the presence of the vehicle in
line-of-sight (front). In the dynamic case, the average confidence is almost equal to
the decision threshold at all time stamps. This means that the acoustic model does not
have any predictive capability and therefore would make random predictions. This result
indicates that the left and right samples of the dynamic subset are very similar to the
none samples. This result indicates that there is almost no additional information in the
left and right samples as compared to the none samples.
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Figure 4.10: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model trained on left, right and none samples
of the static subset. Balanced accuracy of 0.855 ± 0.05 is achieved during this experiment.

4

Figure 4.11: Variation of average confidence of the acoustic model trained on left, right and none samples
of the dynamic subset. Balanced accuracy of 0.528 ± 0.03 is achieved during this experiment.

4.5. G ENERALIZATION ON U NSEEN S AMPLES
The goal of this experiment is to investigate if the acoustic model can generalize on unseen samples. This is an important requirement for the acoustic model because it is
impossible to record audio samples from every possible scenario that an IV might find
itself in. Based on the data that is collected for this work, the generalization of the acoustic model can be investigated in two different ways: 1 Location-based 2 Ego-motion
based. The location-based generalization implies that the samples from a single location
(for e.g. SA1) are not simultaneously present in both train and the test split. Similarly,
in the ego-motion based generalization, the samples are divided into the train and test
split based on the ego-motion of the IV during their recordings.
Unlike the previous experiments, cross-validation is not performed to evaluate the
performance of the acoustic model. This is because the samples considered for experimentation will be present in train, validation and test split during cross-validation. As a
result, the ability of the acoustic model to generalize on unseen samples cannot be investigated. Hence, it is decided that subset(s) available for training the acoustic model
will be split into two sets (for training and validation) according to three different random seeds. For the three acoustic models that are trained here, the average balanced
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accuracy on the test set is reported. Additionally, the summed confusion matrix is also
reported to give a better clarity on the predictions of the classifier.

4

Tables 4.6, 4.7 report the metrics for all the train and test combinations considered
in the location-based generalization for both the data subsets. For the static subsets, it
can be observed that the models trained and tested on Type B locations perform slightly
better than those on Type A locations. The good test performance at location B1 can be
attributed to the quietness of its surroundings. However, this cannot explain the larger
drop in performance amongst the Type A combinations, as both of the locations here
did have quiet surroundings. Additional investigation was performed to test the impact
of the quiet surroundings on the performance of the acoustic model. From Table 4.8,
it can be seen that Type A subsets individually report high metrics (see rows SA1 and
SA2). However, when included together (see row SA), there is a considerable drop in the
performance. The reasons behind this drop could also be the reason why the acoustic
model struggles in generalize across SA1/SA2. However, the exact nature of this reason
is still unclear. Further, again from Table 4.8, it can be seen that subsets that include
samples from SB1 i.e. SB1, SB13 and SB12, all report high performance metrics. This
could be because the test samples here would have included the quieter samples from
SB1, which is also the reason why generalization on unseen SB1 samples reported high
metrics.
On the dynamic subsets, the acoustic model is unable to generalize, especially in
Type B location. Location specific trends as observed in this experiment for static
subset cannot be observed here. This can be attributed to the fact that the ego-motion
noises will always dominate the sounds from the surroundings and the quietness of the
surroundings would not influence the performance as much as it did in the static subset. The generalization across DA1/DA2 both report balanced accuracies that are relatively higher than the rows (see Table 4.8). This performance is also close to the balanced
accuracy of 0.68 that is obtained when all the dynamic samples are presented for training and evaluation. Further, from Table 4.8, it can be seen that combining DA1 and DA2
subsets for cross-validation (see row DA) significantly improves the balanced accuracy.
This could mean that the samples in DA1 and DA2 are similar in nature. Hence, the
generalization across the two subsets is relatively better and the cross-validation performance of the combined subset is superior.
Table 4.9 reports the results of different train/test combinations considered for the
investigation of ego-motion based generalization of the acoustic model. It can be seen
that the performance of the acoustic model is close to one-dimensional prediction in
most cases. When the train subset is of static type, the acoustic model on the dynamic
type subsets predominantly predicts presence of an approaching vehicle i.e. car, but
when the train subset is dynamic, the trend is reversed. This could be an indication that
volume of the audio samples play a role in the training of the acoustic model. To elaborate, the model trained with dynamic subset is exposed higher levels of noise due to
ego-motion and absence of this noise in static subset causes the model to predict no
car frequently. When the model is trained on the static subset, the loud ego-motion
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Table 4.6: Generalization of the acoustic model across different locations amongst the static samples. For
the Type B locations, as there are three locations available, the subsets are merged together for training the
acoustic model.

Test

Train

Balanced Accuracy

SA1

SA2

0.747 ± 0.02

SA2

SA1

0.629 ± 0.02

SA

SB

0.826 ± 0.02

SB1

SB23

0.871 ± 0.01

SB2

SB13

0.818 ± 0.03

SB3

SB12

0.744 ± 0.02

SB

SA

0.760 ± 0.05

Confusion Matrix
µ
¶
97 83
4 86
µ
¶
246 0
109 38
µ
¶
393 33
64 173
µ
¶
244 2
24 72
µ
¶
315 15
41 88
µ
¶
248 22
58 77
µ
¶
795 51
151 209

Table 4.7: Generalization of the acoustic model across different locations amongst the static samples.

Test

Train

Balanced Accuracy

DA1

DA2

0.643 ± 0.06

DA2

DA1

0.621 ± 0.09

DA

DB

0.559 ± 0.07

DB1

DB23

0.509 ± 0.00

DB2

DB13

0.557 ± 0.04

DB3

DB12

0.500 ± 0.00

DB

DA

0.593 ± 0.03

Confusion Matrix
µ
¶
213 15
72 39
µ
¶
61 29
17 22
µ
¶
309 9
128 22
µ
¶
202 8
102 6
µ
¶
91 41
38 28
µ
¶
228 0
108 0
µ
¶
337 233
114 168

noise is probably misinterpreted as an approaching car and consequently the performance suffers. Both of these inferences are based on the confusion matrices reported
for both the train/test combinations in Table 4.9. Moreover, the results here also reveal
that the strong acoustic cues learnt by the acoustic model trained on static subset (see
section 4.4) are not useful in predicting the approaching vehicle in the dynamic case.
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Table 4.8: Cross-validation (k = 10) results on individual location based subsets.

4

Subset

Balanced Accuracy

Subset

Balanced Accuracy

SA1
SA2
SA

0.900 ± 0.08
0.866 ± 0.10
0.829 ± 0.08

DA1
DA2
DA

0.658 ± 0.18
0.638 ± 0.23
0.756 ± 0.13

SB1
SB2
SB3
SB23
SB13
SB12
SB

0.912 ± 0.12
0.808 ± 0.10
0.765 ± 0.12
0.803 ± 0.08
0.904 ± 0.03
0.908 ± 0.07
0.836 ± 0.07

DB1
DB2
DB3
DB23
DB13
DB12
DB

0.548 ± 0.14
0.517 ± 0.08
0.523 ± 0.11
0.517 ± 0.08
0.636 ± 0.09
0.504 ± 0.03
0.572 ± 0.08

Table 4.9: Ego-motion based generalization of the acoustic model. The subsets chosen for training mostly
belong to static subset as it is easier to collect and hence can be assumed to be available before enough data
is collected for dynamic situations for a particular location.

Test

Train

Balanced Accuracy

dynamic

static

0.502 ± 0.00

static

dynamic

0.642 ± 0.01

DA

SA

0.539 ± 0.02

DA1

SA1

0.516 ± 0.01

DA2

SA2

0.620 ± 0.08

DB

SB

0.500 ± 0.00

DB1

SB1

0.500 ± 0.00

DB2

SB2

0.496 ± 0.01

DB3

SB3

0.500 ± 0.00

DB12

SB12

0.500 ± 0.00

DB13

SB13

0.500 ± 0.00

DB23

SB23

0.500 ± 0.00

Confusion Matrix
µ
¶
887 1
430 2
µ
¶
399 873
18 579
µ
¶
262 56
112 38
µ
¶
221 7
104 7
µ
¶
70 20
21 18
µ
¶
570 0
282 0
µ
¶
210 0
108 0
µ
¶
121 11
61
5
µ
¶
228 0
108 0
µ
¶
342 0
174 0
µ
¶
438 0
216 0
µ
¶
360 0
174 0
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4.6. D OMAIN A DAPTATION USING ACAL
In this section, we investigate if the chosen domain adaptation technique (ACAL)[71],
can be used to help the acoustic model trained on static subset generalize on the
dynamic subset. However, an open source implementation of the ACAL technique was
unavailable. Hence, to verify if the reproduction of this technique was correct, one of the
experiments performed by the authors [71] is carried out in Section 4.6.1. Subsequently,
the results of the adaptation of the acoustic model is discussed in Section 4.6.2.

4.6.1. R EPRODUCING ACAL ON MNIST-SVHN DATASETS
The experiment to be reproduced is the model ablation study, where the authors [71]
study the contribution of each component of the model. For clarity, here we reproduce the results reported on their final chosen method - ACAL and the initial CycleGAN
model from which this technique is modified from. The other ablations considered by
the authors [71] have been ignored as they do not contribute towards verifying the reproduction of ACAL. Visual domain adaptation is performed in this experiment, where the
source domain is the train split of Street View House Numbers (SVHN) dataset [83] and
the target domain is a small part of the MNIST dataset [84]. Only 10 samples per class
(i.e. total 100) from the train split of the MNIST dataset is used. This subset is denoted as
MNIST-10 and contains only 0.17% of the full MNIST training data. The SVHN dataset
used here consists of 73257 real-world images of digits.
The authors in [71] have not explicitly reported some of the details in their experiment, such as the architectures of generators (G S→T , G T →S ), discriminators(D T , D S ) and
the value for the different hyperparameters used. Hence an exact reproduction of the results has been difficult. The generator and discriminator networks used by the authors
in [72] for experimenting with cycleGAN are used in this experiment. The generator used
here is the variant with the six residual blocks[85] as introduced by the authors here in
[72] and for the discriminator, the PatchGAN[86] network is used. For the task-specific
model (M S , M T ), the authors in [71] used a modified version of LeNet[84] with two convolutional layers with 20 and 50 channels, followed by a dropout layer and two fully connected layers of 50 an 10 respectively. Other missing details have been finalized for the
experiment here after manually searching for the best working combination of parameters and Table 4.10 reports the value for the same.
The results of this experiment is reported in Table 4.11. The low difference between
the implementations of authors of ACAL[71] and this work suggests that reproduction is
successful.
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Table 4.10: Hyperparameters used for reproducing the ACAL technique for adapting from SVHN to MNIST
dataset.

4

Item

Value

Batch Size
Epochs

32
5

# of discriminator layers

2

# of filters – last convolution layer of generator
# of filters – first convolution layer of discriminator

16
16

Relative importance weight – Cycle S → T → S (λST S )
Relative importance weight – Cycle T → S → T (λT ST )

1.0
10.0

Dropout – Task specific model (M S , M T )

0.25

Optimizer & Learning Rate (GANs)
Optimizer & Learning Rate (M S , M T )

Adam[82] & 3 × 10−4
SGD[87] & 1 × 10−2

Table 4.11: Reproduction of the method Augmented Cyclic Adversarial Learning (ACAL). The testing
performance is calculated on the full MNIST test set. The metrics reported is the standard Accuracy.
Experiments were performed 4 times with random sampling to generate MNIST-10 dataset.

Test Accuracy

Domain Adaptation Model
Paper [71]

Reproduction

Difference

No Adaptation (trained on SVHN)
Target Model (trained on MNIST-10)
SVHN + MNIST-10

0.711
0.792 ± 0.04
0.856 ± 0.01

0.644
0.778 ± 0.02
0.756 ± 0.01

−0.067
−0.014
−0.1

CycleGAN
ACAL

0.455 ± 0.01
0.939 ± 0.00

0.468 ± 0.05
0.894 ± 0.03

+0.013
−0.045

4.6.2. T RAINING CRNN WITH ACAL ON A COUSTIC IV DATASET
This section aims at addressing the domain adaptation on the acoustic IV dataset. In
the reproduction experiment (Section 4.6.1), the ACAL technique used only a very small
subset of samples from the target domain and large number of source domain samples
to outperform the un-adapted model by a large margin. However, the acoustic dataset
used here does not have a large number of samples in both the domains. Thus, using a
small subset of samples of target domain (i.e. dynamic) might make learning impossible.
Using only one large subset of the target domain would not be enough, as comparison
with the cross-validation experiments carried out in the previous section would then be
difficult to perform. Hence, the target domain samples are divided into k = 10 folds. The
model (M T ) that has the lowest value of loss function on the validation fold is evaluated
on the test fold. This best model selection procedure is the same as that followed in all
of the previous experiments where there is no adaptation involved.
As opposed to the visual domain adaptation experiment, the authors [71] have provided details of the generators and discriminators used in their adaptation experiment
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for audio domain experiment. The generators used are the same as the ones used in [71]
which are based on U-net architecture with 4 layers of convolution and corresponding
deconvolution layers. The discriminators are the same as the ones used in the visual
domain experiment with the one modification to the output. The network is made to
predict a single scalar instead of a matrix of real/fake probability. This modification was
recommended by the authors in [88] and it greatly increased the stability of the training
process. The tuning of the hyperparameters is relatively difficult compared to the visual
domain adaptation. This is because the log mel spectrogram visualizations of source
and target domain samples were similar to each other, unlike the numbers in MNIST
and SVHN datasets. Table 4.12 presents the details of the hyperparameters used for the
training.

Table 4.12: Hyperparameters used for the audio domain adaptation. The values are derived based on an
exhaustive manual search. Task specific models use the same hyperparameters as the ones finalised in Table
4.5

Item

Value

Batch Size

8
100 (last 50 epochs
with decaying learning rate)

Epochs
# of discriminator layers

3

# of filters – last convolution layer of generator
# of filters – first convolution layer of discriminator

32
16

Relative importance weight – Cycle S → T → S (λST S )
Relative importance weight – Cycle T → S → T (λT ST )

1.0
1.0

Optimizer & Learning Rate (GANs)

Adam[82] & 1 × 10−3

Table 4.13 reports the fold-wise and the mean performance for experiments with and
without adaptation. From this table, it can be seen that 5 of the folds show improvement
over un-adapted counterparts. But the improvement in overall performance is not significant as the rest of the folds depict a drop in performance after adaptation. If the
confusion matrices are compared across the same fold of both experiments, it can be
seen that the elements in the matrices are similarly distributed across the two matrices.
For example, in Fold 1, the maximum difference between the corresponding elements
of the two matrices is 1 and a similar trend can be seen for folds 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10. This
indicates that the domain adaptation does not drastically change the predictive nature
of the acoustic model. The reason for this could be the low quality of generated target
domain samples which does not provide any new information for the acoustic model
to learn from. However, these generated samples should similar to the real ones. Otherwise, the decision boundary would have been corrupted badly and consequently the
performance would have dropped significantly during adaptation process.
To further investigate the quality of generated samples, the audio files were con-
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structed from the spectrogram representation using the Griffin-Lim algorithm [89]. Upon
hearing the generated samples, it could be noticed that the generator did capture the
dominance of the low pitch background noise present in the dynamic samples due to
ego-noise. Further, the generated front class samples were relatively louder than the
other sub-class and this characteristic is also found in the real dynamic samples. However, it did not capture the high pitch engine noise and also contained some artifacts.
Like the real dynamic samples, it was difficult to distinguish between left/right and
the none samples.

4

Additional data in the source domain could have helped in training of the generators
and discriminators in producing more convincing fake samples. The experiments with
ACAL for audio domain adaptation in [71] are performed with much larger datasets (with
total length of 5.4 hours [90]) than the one collected for this work (length of extracted
static samples is 0.29 hours). Further, in the visual domain adaptation experiment
(Section 4.6.1), the generated samples could be visualized and their quality can be accurately judged by a quick visual examination. This makes the manual hyperparameter
tuning process easier unlike in the audio domain adaptation process where it is difficult
to judge the quality of fake samples by looking at their spectrogram representation. The
Griffin-Lim algorithm [89] is slow in reconstructing the audio samples and cannot be
used in the tuning process effectively. Hence, it is possible that different hyperparameter values for the items listed in Table 4.12 could improve the results of the adaptation
process.
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Table 4.13: Comparison of the performance of the domain adaptation with that of no adaptation for acoustic
IV dataset. The two learning settings in 2nd and 5t h rows of Table 4.11 are respectively analogous to the No
Adaptation and ACAL Adaptation experiments reported in this table. However, unlike in Table 4.11, similar
gain in performance was not observed here. Highlighted metrics depict improvement in performance over
un-adapted models.

# Fold

No Adaptation
Balanced
Accuracy

Fold 1

0.800

Fold 2

0.750

Fold 3

0.598

Fold 4

0.493

Fold 5

0.664

Fold 6

0.659

Fold 7

0.743

Fold 8

0.688

Fold 9

0.709

Fold 10

0.702

Overall

0.680 ± 0.08

Confusion
Matrix
µ
¶
24 6
3 12
µ
¶
19 11
2 13
µ
¶
26 2
11 4
µ
¶
22 6
12 3
µ
¶
27 3
8 6
µ
¶
20 10
5
9
µ
¶
21 9
3 11
µ
¶
22 8
5 9
µ
¶
19 11
3 11
µ
¶
25 5
6 8

ACAL Adaptation
Balanced
Accuracy
0.750
0.700
0.762
0.526
0.684
0.657
0.829
0.593
0.795
0.667
0.696 ± 0.08

Confusion
Matrix
µ
¶
23 7
4 11
µ
¶
20 10
4 11
µ
¶
24 4
5 10
µ
¶
22 6
11 4
µ
¶
26 4
7 7
µ
¶
18 12
4 10
µ
¶
24 6
2 12
µ
¶
27 3
10 4
µ
¶
22 8
2 12
µ
¶
25 5
7 7
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C ONCLUSION
This thesis explored a single microphone setup as the acoustic perception system to predict if there is a vehicle approaching the road intersection from behind the blind corner. Methods that can identify the nature of sound sources, i.e. classification based
approaches, were looked at and those relevant to the IV application were categorized
under Sound Event Detection. A review of the literature revealed that the feature commonly used for audio representation stage was the Log-Mel Spectrogram and the Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network architecture was mostly preferred as the acoustic
model. Furthermore, there was no dataset in the literature that could have been used to
simulate the scenario of two vehicles approaching an intersection unbeknownst to each
other and hence a new dataset had to be recorded for the evaluation. It was also found
that the metrics generally used for SED were slightly biased towards the majority class in
a binary classification setting (see Section 3.4.1) and the evaluation was performed with
the metric - Balanced Accuracy. This metric can be carried over even if more classes are
included in the future, however, if the temporal onset and offset of sound events is to
be evaluated then a switch must be made to one of the traditional SED evaluation techniques as briefly described in Section 2.5. Additionally, domain adaptation approaches
in SED were looked into to reduce the data collection effort by having to collect only a few
samples from the target domain i.e. when the ego-vehicle is moving. The existing techniques in SED are based on unsupervised domain adaptation which would require a lot
of data from the target domain. This would not be suitable for the application addressed
in this work as it would require lot of effort to just collect data. Hence, a method that can
learn from low number of target domain samples was selected for domain adaptation.
Experiments were performed to explore the feasibility of the chosen system. Section 5.1
presents the results and conclusions that correspond to each of the research question
posed at the beginning of this work. Section 5.2 presents some of the future directions to
take with respect to this work and as well as towards implementing an acoustic perception system in IVs.
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5.1. A DDRESSING R ESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. How well can a single microphone setup on an IV predict an approaching vehicle
at a blind intersection?

5

The setup considered in this work was evaluated using a novel dataset that can be
further divided into two subsets, one where the ego-vehicle is not moving (static)
and the other where it is moving (dynamic). Experiments were mostly separately
performed on the static and dynamic subsets. On the static subset, it was
found that CRNN acoustic model achieves an balanced accuracy of 86.9%. Further, the performance of the acoustic model is visualized across the entire length
of the test recordings. This experiment simulates the situation wherein the acoustic model is presumed to be deployed on the IV and its result gives an indication on
how the model might perform in real-time scenarios. It is observed that the average confidence of the acoustic model crosses the decision threshold at 1.4s before
the approaching vehicle is in line-of-sight. This is an ample amount of time for
the ego-vehicle process the detection and make an appropriate decision moving
forward.
On the dynamic subset, the performance was not very impressive as a balanced
accuracy of only 68% was achieved. During the visualizations of predictions across
the dynamic test recordings, it was found that the average confidence moved above
decision threshold right after τ0 for positive cases. It should be noted that there
is around 7-10 meters to the intersection from ego-vehicle perspective at τ0 and
within the next 0.5s (i.e τ0 + 0.5s) the average confidence is clearly above the decision threshold for positive cases. Hence, it could be said this is an indication of
model being able to predict an approaching vehicle before it is in the field of view
in dynamic scenarios. However, from a traffic safety perspective, this is not a robust indication and should be improved upon if this system is to be deployed in
real-time.
2. How well does the acoustic model generalize across different locations or different ego-motion modes?
Currently, the generalization capability of the acoustic model is not up to the mark
across both the categories, i.e. location and ego-motion modes. The models trained
on various static subsets perform very poorly when tested on the dynamic subsets. The prediction in this case by the model is almost always car and this could
be because of the ego-vehicle noise that is present in the dynamic samples. Reverse of this trend can be observed when the model is trained only on dynamic
subsets predict mostly no car when tested on static subsets. This trend can be
observed by looking at the confusion matrices in Table 4.9. Only in few cases of
location based generalization, the system generalizes quite well (e.g SB23 → SB1,
see Table 4.6). However, the performance is entirely random in other cases and
there is a slight bias towards predicting either one of the classes depending on the
combination chosen. This inability to generalize well across different location implies that the model might be carrying out classification based on cues present in
background noises specific to each location rather than the approaching vehicle.
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3. Is it possible to use techniques from domain adaptation by using static data to
improve the performance on driving data which is limited in number?
The performance of the adapted model is more or less the same as the unadapted
version. The generators were able to produce fake spectrogram samples from the
both static and dynamic domains. However, the quality of those samples is
clearly not enough to boost the performance. Before dismissing the selected domain adaptation, ACAL, as unsuitable for future work, it should be noted that the
amount of data in the source domain was very less as compared to some of the
experiments carried out the authors here [71].

5.2. F UTURE W ORK
This section will describe future directions researchers can take to further explore into
the field of acoustic perception for IVs. The first 3 points discussed below provide directions specific to this thesis and the fourth point is an opinion of the author on an
alternative approach for the acoustic perception system that could be explored.
1. The dataset used in this thesis has mostly the same vehicle as the approaching
the blind corner. While different vehicles have varied engine sounds, at higher
speeds (> 20 km/h) the noise due to road-tyre contact is dominant [91]. This would
mean that the performance drop due to unknown vehicles present in test data
should be at minimum as the vehicles are currently detected by their tyre noises.
If more passing by vehicles are included while recording static data, this could
be analysed in further detail.
2. Other audio domain adaptation experiments using ACAL [71] had used higher
amounts of source domain data. Hence, another motivation to collect more data
would be to check if having more source domain (static) data would be helpful in
successfully augmenting the performance on the dynamic samples as attempted
by the domain adaptation experiment in Section 4.6.
3. In the audio domain adaptation experiment (Section 4.6), during the training of
the networks, it was found that it was not intuitive to judge the quality of fake samples generated through the epochs and as a result the tuning of hyperparameters
was difficult. However, this was not the case with the visual domain adaptation
(Section 4.6.1), where just a visual inspection of the fake samples generated was
enough to judge their quality. Using methods like Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)[92], one can quantify the comparison to real and fake images. However, this approach did not yield consistent results for the spectrogram generated
in the experiment here (Section 4.6). A technique which can provide similarity
scores between spectrogram samples would provide further insights into the domain adaptation experiment.
4. In the current approach, only sounds related to approaching vehicles are present.
Future data collection could extend the current dataset to include enough samples
of other salient sounds in traffic such as emergency vehicle sirens, reversing beeps
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of vehicles etc. Further, a study could be carried out to determine an exhaustive
list of sounds that might be useful to IV while it is navigating through traffic.
5. The localization approach (Appendix A) relies on the reflection patterns, whereas
the classification indirectly relies on the same hoping that reflections would enhance the audibility of the sound made by the approaching vehicle. Hence, combining the localization and classification methods could yield a better performing
acoustic perception system. This could be taken forward in one of the two approaches mentioned below.

5

• The disadvantage of the current system implemented in this work is that the
microphone picks up sounds from all the directions including those that are
irrelevant to the IV (for e.g. right behind the vehicle). The reflection patterns
surrounding the ego-vehicle could be studied in more detail. By using the
knowledge of these reflections, beamforming techniques [93] can be used
to steer the microphone array to pick up sound signal in relevant directions
only. This filtered audio signal can then be passed on to an acoustic classification based pipeline trained to determine the nature of the sound source,
similar to this work. This approach could be particularly useful in dynamic
scenarios, as picking up the sound signal from directions away from those
producing ego-noise (e.g front engine, tyre noise below) could increase the
audibility of the sound from the approaching vehicle. This in turn could lead
to more prominent acoustic cues, especially in the left and right samples
and thus improve the performance in dynamic scenarios.
• The CRNN architecture can also be used with a multi-microphone setup to
perform simultaneous localization and classification [19]. The simplest way
to extend in this direction would be to extract multi-channel features such
as GCC-PHAT and use them along with the Log-Mel spectrogram features, as
implemented by the authors in [35].
Acoustic perception for IV has been relatively under explored as compared to perception with other line-of-sight based sensor modalities. A particular traffic scenario
was considered in this work to demonstrate that it would be advantageous to add acoustic sensing to the existing sensing modalities in the IV. Even with limited amount of data,
results from the experimental evaluation of the both the localization and classification
approaches are promising. Future efforts should be largely focused on making the both
the approaches, either individually or combined, robust to dynamic scenarios. Hopefully, this work serves as the foundation for further work in ultimately implementing a
robust acoustic perception in IVs and thus augmenting the safety of all traffic participants.
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Hearing What You Cannot See: Acoustic Detection Around Corners
Yannick Schulz∗1

Avinash Kini Mattar∗1

Abstract— This work proposes to use passive acoustic perception as an additional sensing modality for intelligent vehicles.
We demonstrate that approaching vehicles behind blind corners
can be detected by sound before such vehicles enter in lineof-sight. We have equipped a research vehicle with a roofmounted microphone array, and show on data collected with
this sensor setup that wall reflections provide information on
the presence and direction of occluded approaching vehicles. A
novel method is presented to classify if and from what direction
a vehicle is approaching before it is visible, using as input
Direction-of-Arrival features that can be efficiently computed
from the streaming microphone array data. Since the egovehicle position within the local geometry affects the perceived
patterns, we systematically study several environments types,
and investigate generalization across these environments. With
a static ego-vehicle, an accuracy of 0.92 is achieved on the
hidden vehicle classification task. Compared to a state-of-theart visual detector, Faster R-CNN, our pipeline achieves the
same accuracy more than one second ahead, providing crucial
reaction time for the situations we study. While the ego-vehicle
is driving, we demonstrate positive results on acoustic detection,
still achieving an accuracy of 0.85 within one environment type.
We further study failure cases across environments to identify
future research directions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Highly automated and self-driving vehicles currently rely
on three complementary main sensors to identify visible
objects, namely camera, lidar, and radar. However, the capabilities of these conventional sensors can be limited in urban
environments when sight is obstructed by narrow streets,
trees, parked vehicles, and other traffic. Approaching road
users may therefore remain undetected by the main sensors,
resulting in dangerous situations and last-moment emergency
maneuvers [1]. While future wireless vehicle-to-everything
communication (V2X) might mitigate this problem, creating
a robust omnipresent communication layer is still an open
problem [2], and excludes road users without wireless capabilities. Acoustic perception does not rely on line-of-sight,
and provides a wide range of complementary and important
cues on nearby traffic: There are salient sounds with specified
meanings, e.g. sirens, car horns, and reverse driving warning
beeps of trucks, but also inadvertent sounds from tire-road
contact and engine use.
In this work, we propose to use multiple cheap microphones to capture sound as an auxiliary sensing modality for
early detection of approaching vehicles behind blind corners
in urban environments. Crucially, we show that a data-driven
pattern recognition approach can successfully identify such
situations from the acoustic reflection patterns on building
*) Shared first authors. 1) All authors are with the Intelligent Vehicles Group, TU Delft, The Netherlands. Primary contact:

J.F.P.Kooij@tudelft.nl

Thomas M. Hehn∗1

Julian F. P. Kooij1
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left

none

25%

right

11%

none

(a) line-of-sight sensing

61%

front

3%

(b) directional acoustic sensing

(c) Sound localization with a vehicle-mounted microphone array detects the
wall reflection of an approaching vehicle behind a corner before it appears
Fig. 1. When an intelligent vehicle approaches a blind corner, (a) traditional
line-of-sight sensors cannot determine if the corner is safe to pass until the
vehicle is much closer, while (b) acoustic cues can provide early warnings
of an approaching vehicle. Directional information confirms that the sound
comes from around corner, and not a different source. (c) shows this effect
using real-time beamforming in real outdoor conditions.

walls, and provide early warnings before conventional lineof-sight sensing is be able to, see Figure 1. While a vehicle should always exit a narrow street or walled garage
cautiously, such early warnings would reduce the need for
last-moment emergency braking.
II. R ELATED WORKS
Acoustic sensing is an active research topic in domains
such as surveillance [3] and robotics [4], e.g. to localizing
and separating dominant sound sources [5], [6], While mobile robotic platforms in outdoor environments may suffer
from vibrations and wind, various works have demonstrated
detection and localization of salient sounds on moving
drones [7] and wheeled platforms [8], [9]. To reduce egonoise of robots, nonnegative matrix factorization represents
a widely used approach [10], [11].
Although acoustic cues are known to be crucial for traffic
awareness by pedestrians and cyclist [12], only few works
have explored passive acoustic sensing as a sensor for
Intelligent Vehicles (IV). [13], [9], [14] focus on detec-

tion and tracking in direct line-of-sight. [15], [16] address
detection behind corners from a static observer. [15] only
show experiments without directional estimation. [16] tries
to accurately model wave refractions, but experiments in an
artificial lab setup show limited success. Both [15], [16]
rely on strong modeling assumptions, ignoring that other
informative patterns could be present in the acoustic data.
Acoustic traffic perception is furthermore used for road-side
traffic monitoring, e.g. to counting vehicles and estimating
traffic density [17], [18]. While the increase in Electric
Vehicles (EVs) may reduce overall traffic noise, [19] shows
that at 20-30km/h the noise levels for EV and internal
combustion vehicles are already similar due to tire-road
contact. [20] finds that at lower speeds the difference is only
about 4-5 dB, though many EVs also suffer from audible
narrow peaks in the spectrum. As low speed EVs can impact
acoustic awareness of humans too [12], legal minimum sound
requirements for EVs are being proposed [21], [22].
Direction-of-Arrival estimation is a key task for sound
source localization, and over the past decades many algorithms have been proposed [23], such as the SteeredResponse Power Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) [24] which
is well-suited for reverberant environments with possibly distant unknown sound sources. Still, in urban settings nearby
walls, corners and surfaces distort sound signals through reflections and diffraction [25]. Accounting for such distortions
has shown to improve localization [8], [26], but only in
controlled indoor environments where accurate knowledge
of the surrounding geometry is available.
Recently, data-driven methods have shown promising
results in challenging real-world conditions for various
acoustic tasks. For instance, learned sound models
assist monaural source separation [27], and source
localization from direction-dependent attenuations by fixed
structures [28]. Increasingly, deep learning is used for audio
classification [29], [30], localization [31], [32], and even
sound wave generation [33]. Analogous to our work, [34]
presents a first deep learning method for sensing around
corners but with automotive radar. Thus, while the effect of
occlusions on sensors measurements is difficult to model
[16], data-driven approaches appear to be a good alternative.
This paper provides the following contributions: First, we
successfully demonstrate in real-world outdoor conditions
that a vehicle-mounted microphone array can detect approaching vehicles behind blind corners before line-of-sight
detection is feasible. This is a key advantage for intelligent
vehicles, where passive acoustic sensing is still a relatively
under-explored topic. Our experiments investigate the impact
on accuracy and detection time for various conditions, such
as different locations and acoustic environments, driving
versus static ego-vehicle, and compare to current visual and
acoustic baselines.
Second, we propose a data-driven detection pipeline to
efficiently address this task and show that it outperforms
model-driven acoustic signal processing. We cast the detection task as a multi-class classification problem to identify

if and from what corner a vehicle is approaching, and
demonstrate that Direction-of-Arrival can provide robust and
well known features as the input to a classifier, even without
deep learning a feature extractor on large amounts of data.
Third, for our experiments we collected a new audio-visual
dataset in real-world urban environments. To collect data, we
mounted a front-facing microphone array on our research
vehicle, which additionally has a front-facing cameras. This
prototype setup facilitates qualitative and quantitative experimentation of different acoustic perception tasks.1
III. A PPROACH
Ideally, an ego-vehicle driving through an area with occluding structures is able to early predict if and from where
another vehicle is approaching, even if it is from behind a
blind corner as illustrated in Figure 1. Concretely, in this
work this task is studied by aiming to distinguish three
situations as early as possible using ego-vehicle sensors only:
• an occluded vehicle approaches from behind a corner
on the left, and only moves into view last-moment when
the ego-vehicle is about to reach the junction,
• same, but vehicle approaches right behind a corner,
• no vehicle is approaching.
We propose to consider this task an online classification
problem. As the ego-vehicle approaches a blind corner, the
acoustic measurements made over short time spans should
be assigned to one in a set of four classes, C = {left,
front, right, none}, where left/right indicates a
still occluded (i.e. not yet in direct line-of-sight) approaching
vehicle behind a corner on the left/right, front that the
vehicle is already in direct line-of-sight, and none that no
vehicle is approaching.
In Section III-A we shall first consider two line-of-sight
baseline approaches for detecting vehicles. Section III-B then
elaborates our proposed extension to acoustic non-line-ofsight detection. Section III-C provides details of our vehicle’s
novel acoustic sensor setup used for data collection.
A. Line-of-sight detection
We first consider how the task would be addressed with
line-of-sight vehicle detection using either conventional cameras, or using past work on acoustic vehicle detection.
a) Visual detection baseline: Cameras are currently one
of the de-facto choices for detecting vehicles and other
objects within line-of-sight, as data-driven Convolutional
Neural Networks have proven to be highly effective on
images. However, visual detection can only detect vehicles
that are already (partially) visible, and thus only distinguishes
between the front and none. To demonstrate this, we use
Faster R-CNN [35], a state-of-the-art visual object detector,
as a visual baseline on the ego-vehicle’s front-facing camera.
b) Acoustic detection baseline: Next, we consider that
the ego-vehicle is equipped with an array of M microphones,
and leverage robust beamforming to estimate the Directionof-Arrival (DoA) of tire and engine sounds originating from
1 Code

and processed data will be released upon article acceptance.

Fig. 2.

Overview of our acoustic detection pipeline, see Section III-B for an explanation of the steps.

the approaching vehicle. DoA estimation directly identifies
the presence and direction of such sound sources, and has
been shown to work in unoccluded conditions [13], [9]. Since
sounds can be heard around corners, and low frequencies
diffract (“bend”) around corners [25], one might wonder:
Does the DoA of the sound of an occluded vehicle correctly
identify from where a vehicle is approaching? To test this
hypothesis for our target real-world application, our second
baseline follows previous works [13], [9] and directly uses
the salient DoA estimate.
Specifically, the implementation uses the SteeredResponse Power-Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) [24] for
DoA estimation. SRP-PHAT relates the spatial layout of
sets of microphone pairs and the temporal offsets of the
corresponding audio signals with their relative distance to
the sound source. To apply SRP-PHAT on M continuous
synchronized signals, only the most recent δt seconds are
considered. On each signal, a Short-Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) is computed with a Hann windowing function, and a
frequency bandpass only keeps responses in the [fmin , fmax ]
Hz range. Using generalized cross-correlation of the M
STFTs, SRP-PHAT computes the DoA energy r(α) for any
given azimuth angle α around the vehicle, where α =
−90◦ /0◦ /+90◦ indicates an angle towards the left/front/right
of the vehicle respectively. Hence, the angle αmax is obtained
towards the most salient sound as αmax = arg max r(α).
If the hypothesis holds that the salient sounds direction
αmax remains intact due to diffraction, one only needs to
determine if this is beyond some sufficient threshold αth . The
baseline thus assigns class left if αmax < −αth , front
if −αth ≤ αmax ≤ +αth , and right if αmax > +αth .
We shall evaluate this baseline on the easier task of only
separating these three classes, and ignore the none class.
B. Non-line-of-sight acoustic detection
We argue that in contrast to line-of-sight detection, DoA
estimation alone is unsuited for occluded vehicle detection
(and confirm this in Section IV-C). Salient sounds produce
sound wave reflections on surfaces, such as walls (see
Figure 1c), and thus the DoA does not reflect the actual
location of the sound source. Further, modelling the sounds
propagation [8] while driving through uncontrolled outdoor
environments is challenging, especially as accurate models of
the local geometry are missing. Instead we keep the robust

DoA estimation using SRP-PHAT, but use the full energy
distribution that captures all reflection patterns in front of
the ego-vehicle. Rather than modeling these reflections, we
take a data-driven approach and treat these as features to
train a classifier on.
An overview of the proposed processing pipeline is shown
in Figure 2. We again create M STFTs, using a temporal
windows of δt seconds, Hann windowing function and a
frequency bandpass of [fmin , fmax ] Hz. Notably, we do
not apply any other form of noise filtering or suppression.
To capture temporal changes in the reflection pattern, we
split the STFTs along the temporal dimension into L nonoverlapping segments. For each segment, we compute the
DoA energy at multiple azimuth angles α in front of the
vehicle. We distribute the azimuth range [−90◦ , +90◦ ] into
B equal bins α1 , · · · , αB . From the original M signals, we
thus obtain L response vectors r l = [r(α1 ), · · · , r(αB )]> ,
containing the response for B angles of a segment l. Finally,
these are concatenated to a (L × B)-dimensional feature
vector x = [r 1 , · · · , r L ]> , for which a Support Vector
Machine is trained to predict C. Note that increasing the
temporal resolution by having more segments L comes at the
trade-off of a increased final feature vector size and reduced
DoA estimation quality due to short windows.
C. Acoustic perception research vehicle

A
B
C
Fig. 3. Sensor setup of our test vehicle. A: Center of the 56 MEMS acoustic
array. B: signal processing unit. C: front camera behind windscreen. Inset:
the diameter of a single MEMS microphone is only 12mm.

To collect real-world data and demonstrate non-line-ofsight detection, a custom microphone array was mounted on
the roof rack of our research vehicle [36], a hybrid electric
Toyota Prius. The microphone array hardware consists of
56 ADMP441 MEMS microphones, support data acquisition
at 48 kHz sample rate, 24 bits resolution, synchronous
sampling, and was bought from CAE Software & Systems
GmbH with a metal frame. On this metal frame the microphones are distributed semi-randomly in a 0.8m × 0.7m
square while the microphone density remains homogeneous.
The general purpose layout was designed by the company
through stochastic optimization to have large variance in
inter-microphone distances and serve a wide range of acoustic imaging tasks. The center of the microphone array (see
Figure 3) is about 1.78m above the ground, and 0.54m above
and 0.50m behind the used front camera.
The vehicle is also equipped with a front-facing camera
for data collection and processing. A signal processing unit
receives the analog microphone signals, and sends the data to
a PC through Ethernet running a custom software interface
for the Robot Operating System (ROS). As depicted in
the inset of the Figure 3, the microphones themselves are
only 12mm wide and cost only about US$1. In the future,
the array can be rearranged with fewer microphones and
placed at different locations around the vehicle rather than
on top, and integrated in a smaller form factor. Still, the
large array allows to investigate the impact on the number
of microphones, and the 2D planar arrangement provides
both horizontal and vertical resolution such that Directionof-Arrival responses (both, horizontal and vertical) can be
overlaid as a 2D heatmap [37] on the front camera image.
Our implementation uses a custom ROS node to collect synchronized microphone signals together with other
vehicle sensor data. Processing is done in python, using
pyroomacoustics [23] for acoustic feature extraction, and
scikit-learn [38] for classifier training.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To validate our method, we created a novel dataset with
our acoustic research vehicle in real-world urban environments. We first illustrate the quality of acoustic beamforming
in such conditions before turning to our main experiments.
A. Line-of-sight localization – qualitative results
As explained in Section III-C, the heatmaps of the 2D
DoA results can be overlaid with the camera images. Figure 4
demonstrates some interesting qualitative findings observed
while using the vehicle in urban traffic. The examples
highlight that beamforming can indeed pick up various
important acoustic events for autonomous driving in line-ofsight, such as the presence of vehicles and some vulnerable
road users (e.g. strollers). Remarkably, even electric scooters,
and oncoming traffic while the ego-vehicle is driving are
recognized as salient sound sources. Even sound sources that
are not yet in line-of-sight provide a salient signal due to
reflections, see Figure 1c. Overall, these observations show
the feasibility of acoustic detection of (occluded) traffic.

TABLE I
S AMPLES PER SUBSET. I N THE ID, S/D INDICATES S TATIC /DYNAMIC
EGO - VEHICLE , A/B THE ENVIRONMENT TYPE ( SEE FIGURE 5).
ID
SA1 / DA1
SA2 / DA2
SB1 / DB1
SB2 / DB2
SB3 / DB3
SAB / DAB

left
14 / 19
22 / 7
17 / 18
28 / 10
22 / 19
103/ 73

front
30 / 38
41 / 15
41 / 35
55 / 21
45 / 38
212/148

right
16 / 19
19 / 13
24 / 17
27 / 11
23 / 19
109/ 75

none
30 / 37
49 / 43
32 / 36
43 / 22
45 / 36
199/144

Sum
90/113
131/ 43
114/106
153/ 64
135/112
623/440

B. Non-line-of-sight dataset and evaluation metrics
The quantitative experiments are designed to separately
control and study various factors that could influence acoustic perception. We collected multiple recordings of the situations explained in Section III at five T-junction locations
with blind corners in the inner city of Delft. The locations are
categorized into two types of walled acoustical environments,
namely types A and B (see Figure 5). At these locations
common background noise, such as construction sites and
other traffic, was present at various volumes. For safety and
control, we did not record in the presence of other motorized
traffic on the roads at the target junction.
The recordings can further be divided into Static data,
made while is the ego-vehicle in front of the junction but
not moving, and more challenging Dynamic data where the
ego-vehicle reaches the junction at ∼15 km/h.2 Static data is
easily collected, and ensures that the main source of variance
is the approaching vehicle’s changing position.
For the static case, the ego-vehicle was positioned such
that the building corners are still visible in the camera and
occlude the view onto the intersecting road (on average a
distance of ∼7-10m from the intersection). Different types of
passing vehicles were recorded, although in most recordings
the approaching vehicle was a Škoda Fabia 1.2 TSI (2010)
driven by one of the authors. For the Dynamic case, coordinated recordings with the Škoda Fabia were conducted
to ensure that encounters were relevant and executed in a
safe manner. Situations with left/right/none approaching vehicles were performed in arbitrary order to prevent
undesirable acoustic correlation with background noise to
some classes. In ∼70% of the total Dynamic recordings and
∼19.5% of the total Static recordings, the ego-vehicle’s noisy
internal combustion engine was running to charge its battery.
a) Sample extraction: For each Static recording with an
approaching target vehicle, the time t0 is manually annotated
as the moment when the approaching vehicle enters direct
line-of-sight. Since the quality of our t0 estimate is bound the
ego-vehicle’s camera frame rate (10 Hz), we conservatively
regard the last image before the incoming vehicle is visible
as t0 . Thus, there is no line-of-sight at t ≤ t0 , and at
t > t0 the vehicle is considered visible (even though it
might only be a fraction of the body). For the Dynamic
data, this annotation is not feasible as the approaching car
2 Please

see animated results in supplementary video.

(a) Stroller at a distance

(b) Electric scooter

(c) Scooter overtaking

(d) Car passing by

(e) Oncoming car

Fig. 4. Qualitative examples of 2D Direction-of-Arrival estimation overlaid on the camera image (zoomed). (a): Stroller wheels are picked up even at a
distance. (b), (c): Both conventional and more quiet electric scooters are detected. (d): The loudest sound of a passing vehicle is typically the road contact
of the individual tires. (e): Even when the ego-vehicle drives at ∼ 30 km/h, oncoming moving vehicles are still registered as salient sound sources.

may be in direct line-of-sight, yet outside the limited fieldof-view of the front-facing camera as the ego-vehicle has
advanced into the intersection. Thus, annotating t0 based on
the camera images is not a representative for line-of-sight
detection. To still compare our results across locations, we
manually annotate the time τ0 , the moment when the egovehicle is at the same position as in the corresponding Static
recordings. All Dynamic recordings are aligned to that time
as it represents the moment where the ego-vehicle should
make a classification decision, irrespective if an approaching
vehicle is about to enter line-of-sight or still further away.
From the recordings, short 1s audio samples are extracted
for our dataset. Let te , the end of the time window [te −
1s, te ], denote a sample’s time stamp at which a prediction
could be made. For Static recordings of the left and
right class, at te = t0 samples with the corresponding
class label are extracted. For Dynamic recordings, left
and right samples are extracted at te = τ0 + 0.5s to
center them around τ0 , thus corresponding Static ego-vehicle
position. In both cases, at te = t0 +1.5s also a sample for the
front class is extracted from these recordings. Samples for
the none class were from recordings with no approaching
vehicles. Table I lists statistics of the number of samples per
class in our dataset at each recording location.
b) Data augmentation: Table I shows that the data
acquisition scheme produced imbalanced class ratios, with
about half the samples for left, right compared to
front and none. Our experiments therefore explore data
augmentation for training. By exploiting the symmetry of the
angular DoA bins, augmentation will double the right and
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Fig. 5.
Schematics of considered environment types. The ego-vehicle
approaches the junction from the bottom. Another vehicle might approach
behind the left or right blind corner. Dashed lines indicate the camera FoV.

TABLE II
BASELINE COMPARISON AND HYPERPARAMETER STUDY W. R . T. OUR
REFERENCE CONFIGURATION :
AUGMENTATION .

SVM λ = 1, δt = 1, L = 2,

R ESULTS ON S TATIC DATA . *

Run
* (reference)
* wo. data augment.
* w. δt = 0.5s
* w. L = 1
* w. L = 3
* w. L = 4
* w. SVM λ = 0.1
* w. SVM λ = 10
DoA-only [13], [9]
Faster R-CNN

Accuracy
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.86
0.92
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.64
0.58

Jleft
0.79
0.75
0.75
0.64
0.74
0.72
0.78
0.81
0.11
0.00

DENOTES

Jfront
0.89
0.91
0.89
0.87
0.92
0.90
0.89
0.86
0.83
0.94

DATA

our PIPELINE .

Jright
0.87
0.78
0.87
0.73
0.82
0.77
0.81
0.84
0.28
0.00

Jnone
0.83
0.83
0.82
0.79
0.81
0.83
0.82
0.83
0.91

left class samples by reversing the azimuth bin order in
all r l , resulting in new features for the opposite label, i.e. as
if additional data was collected at mirrored locations.
c) Metrics: We report the overall accuracy, and the
per-class Jaccard index (a.k.a. Intersection-over-Union) as
a robust measure of one-vs-all performance. First, for each
class c the True Positives/Negatives (T Pc /T Nc ), and False
Positives/Negatives (F Pc /F Nc ) are computed, considering
target class c is positive and the other three classes are jointly
negative. Given the total P
number of test samples N , the
overall accuracy is then
c∈C T Pc /N and the per-class
Jaccard index is Jc = T Pc /(T Pc + F Pc + F Nc ).
C. Training and impact of classifier and features

First, the overall system performance and hyperparameters
are evaluated on all Static data from both type A and B
locations (i.e. subset ID ‘SAB’) using 5-fold cross-validation.
The folds are fixed once for all experiments, with the training
samples of each class equally distributed among folds.
We fix the frequency range to fmin = 50Hz, fmax =
1500Hz, and the number of azimuth bins to B = 30 (Section
III-B). For efficiency and robustness, a linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is used with l2−regularization weighted by
hyperparameter λ. Other hyperparameters to explore include
the sample length δt ∈ {0.5s, 1s}, the segment count L ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}, and using/not using data augmentation.
Our final choice and reference is the SVM with λ = 1,
δt = 1s, L = 2, and data augmentation. Table II shows
the results of these parameter choices, and the impact of
changing our choices. Note that without data augmentation,
and with L = 3 segments, overall similar accuracy is
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Fig. 6. DoA energy for vehicle approaching right (true α > 45◦ )
behind a corner. While still occluded, the main DoA direction is incorrect
(αmax < 30◦ ) until it is already in line-of-sight (LOS) after t0 + 1.5s.
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Fig. 7. Accuracy over test time te of our acoustic and the visual baseline on
83 Static recordings. Gray region indicates the other vehicle is half-occluded
and two labels, front and either left or right, are considered correct.
TABLE III

achieved, but our reference choices perform better on left
and right. The overall accuracy of the classifiers and
hyperparameters on all these choices is similar, though SVM
λ = 1 has a slight advantage. More importantly, it performs
well on both left and right, so we keep these parameters
as our main method for all future experiments.
The table also shows the results of the DoA-only baseline
explained in Section III-A using αth = 50◦ , which was found
through a grid search in the range [0◦ , 90◦ ]. As expected,
the DoA-only baseline [13], [9] shows weak performance
for all metrics. While the sound source is occluded, the
most salient sound direction does not represent its origin,
but its reflections. Figure 6 shows how the full DoA energy
develops over time for a car approaching right. When it is
still occluded at t0 , there are multiple peaks and the most
salient one is a reflection on the left (αmax ≈ −40◦ ). Only
once the car is in line-of-sight (t0 +1.5s) does the main mode
clearly represent its true direction (αmax ≈ +25◦ ).
The bottom row of the table shows the visual baseline, a
Faster R-CNN R50-C4 model trained on the COCO dataset
[39]. To avoid false positive detections, we set the score
threshold of 75% and additionally required a bounding box
height of 100 pixels to ignore cars far away in the background, which were not of interest. Generally this threshold
is already exceeded once the hood of the approaching car
is visible. While performing well on front and none, this
visual baseline shows poor overall accuracy as it is physically
incapable of classifying left and right.
D. Detection time before appearance
Ultimately, the goal is to know whether our acoustic
method can be detected approaching vehicles earlier than the
state-of-the-art visual baseline. For this purpose, their online
performance is compared next.
Static recordings are divided into a fixed training (328
recordings) and test (83 recordings) split, stratified to adequately represent labels and locations. The training was conducted as in Section IV-C with left and right samples
extracted at te = t0 . The visual baseline is evaluated on
every camera frame (10 Hz). Our detector is evaluated on
a sliding window of 1s across the 83 test recordings. To
account for the transition period when the car can be partly
occluded, front predictions by both methods are accepted
as correct starting at t = t0 . For recordings of classes

C ROSS - VALIDATION RESULTS PER ENVIRONMENT ON DYNAMIC DATA .
Subset
DAB
DA
DB

Accuracy
0.76
0.85
0.74

Jleft
0.42
0.63
0.29

Jfront
0.79
0.86
0.80

Jright
0.42
0.66
0.41

Jnone
0.65
0.71
0.64

left and right, these classes are accepted as correct until
t = t0 + 1.5, allowing for temporal overlap with front.
Figure IV-D illustrates the accuracy on the test recordings
for different evaluation times te . The overlap region is
indicated by the gray area after te = t0 and its beginning
thus marks when a car enters the field of view. At te = t0 ,
just before entering the view of the camera, the approaching
car can be detected with 0.94 accuracy by our method. This
accuracy is achieved more than one second ahead of the
visual baseline, showing that our acoustic detection gives the
ego-vehicle additional reaction time. The accuracy of 0.8 at
0.24s before t0 supports this.
Figure 8 shows the per-class probabilities as a function
of extraction time te on the test set, separated by recording
situations. The SVM class probabilities are obtained with
the method in [40]. The probabilities for left show that
the model initially predicts on average that no vehicle is
approaching. Towards t0 , the none class becomes less likely
and the model increasingly favors the correct left class. A
short time after t0 , the prediction flips to the front class
and switches to right after the vehicle passed. Similar
(mirrored) behavior is observed for vehicles approaching
from the right. The none class is constantly predicted
as likeliest when no vehicle is approaching. Overall, the
prediction matches the events of the recorded situations
remarkably well. Still, note that the probabilities of left
and right are only rising when the approaching vehicle is
almost in line-of-sight, which corresponds to the extraction
time of the training samples.
E. Impact of the moving ego-vehicle
Next, we evaluate our classifier by cross-validation on
the full Dynamic data and further distinguish between the
different environment subsets. As for the Static data, 5-fold
cross-validation is applied to each subset, keeping the class
distribution balanced across folds.
Table III lists the corresponding metrics for each subset.
On the full Dynamic data (DAB), the accuracy indicates
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decent performance, but the metrics for left and right
classes are much worse compared to the Static results in
Table II. Separating subsets DA and DB reveals that the
performance is highly dependent on the environment type. In
fact, even with limited training data and large data variance
from a driving ego-vehicle, we find already acceptable classification performance on type A environments, and notice
that low left and right performance is mostly due to
type B environments. We hypothesize that the less open type
A environments reflect more target sounds, and are more
shielded from potential noise sources.
We also analyze the temporal behavior of our method on
Dynamic data. Unfortunately, a fair comparison with a visual
baseline is not possible: the ego-vehicle often reaches the
intersection early, and the approaching vehicle is unoccluded
but still outside the front-facing camera’s field of view (cf.
τ0 extraction in Section IV-B). Yet, the evolution of the
predicted probabilities can be compared to those on the
Static data in Section IV-D. Figure 9 illustrates the average
predicted probabilities over 59 Dynamic test set recordings
from all locations, after training on samples from the remaining 233 recordings. The classifier on average correctly
predicts right samples (Figure 9b), between te = τ0 to
te = τ0 + 0.5s. Of the left recordings at these times,
many are falsely predicted as none, only few are confused
with right. Furthermore, the changing ego-perspective of
the vehicle results in a more switching DoA-energy features
and thus class predictions, compared to the Static results in
Figure 8. This indicates that it might help to include the egovehicle’s relative position as an additional feature, and obtain

TABLE IV
G ENERALIZATION ACROSS LOCATIONS AND
Training
SB
SA
DB
DA

Test
SA
SB
DA
DB

Accuracy
0.67
0.79
0.56
0.56

Jleft
0.03
0.41
0.29
0.21

ENVIRONMENTS .

Jfront
0.71
0.83
0.71
0.47

Jright
0.09
0.61
0.28
0.27

Jnone
0.61
0.67
0.16
0.47

more varied training data to cover the positional variations.
F. Generalization across acoustic environments
Training and testing on the samples from the same types of
environment provides decent performance as seen in Sections
IV-C and IV-E. To understand whether these results still hold
when training and test set are from different environment
types, our classifier is now trained on one environment type
and evaluated on all samples of the other type.
In Table IV, combinations of training and test sets are
listed. Compared to the results for Static and Dynamic data
(see Tables II and III), the reported results in the table show a
general trend. If the classifier is trained on one environment
and tested on the environment, it performs worse than when
samples of the same location are present. In particular, the
classifier trained on SB and tested on SA is not capable
to correctly classify samples of left and right, while
inverse training and testing performs much better. On the
Dynamic data, such pronounced effect are not visible, but
overall shows decreased accuracy compared to the Static
data. Interestingly, the none class seems to be much more
difficult for the classifier than on the Static data.
In summary, the classifier does not generalize too well
from one environment to another. Yet, for some combinations, the classifier may still show positive results, despite
never seeing any sample from this environment before.
While robustness might increase with more data from varied
locations, a future research direction would be to make the
detector conditional on the environmental map information.
G. Computational cost and array configuration
Finally, we investigate the computational cost for varying
the number of microphones M . For a subset of M microphones we sample
100 random microphone configurations

56
out of the M
possibilities, and keep the best performing one

on the Static data. For our unoptimized implementation, computation time is only 0.24/0.14/0.04s for M = 56/28/14,
thus showing high computational efficiency. Interestingly, for
up to M ≥ 7 the overall accuracy remains above 90%.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We conclude that a vehicle mounted microphone array can
be used to acoustically detect approaching vehicles behind
blind corners, and may in the future also serve other acoustic
sensing tasks. Our pipeline using 56 microphones achieved
an accuracy of 0.92 on our 4-class hidden car classification
task for a static ego-vehicle. In our experimental setup, an
approaching vehicle was detected with the same accuracy
as our visual baseline already more than one second ahead.
This advantage in reaction time is crucial in the situations
discussed in our work. When the ego-vehicle was moving,
our method still performed well on one environment, but
had difficulties on the other. In experiments across environments, differences between the environment types were
also observed. This could be addressed by first classifying
the environment from other sensors or map information.
We are encouraged by our initial findings, though more
experimentation is needed as we still used limited data and
controlled conditions. Future work will focus on acquiring
more training data to improve robustness across locations
and enable classification of multiple simultaneous sources.
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